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CHAPTER 1I

introduction and literature review
introduction

the problem
tb
women have long taken responsibility for care of the sick indeed women have
nursed the sick since time immemorial

duffy 1979 p 279

while some researchers

have studied nursing and its evolution as a profession for examples see kalisch &
1984 Re
19821984
verby 1984 1987
kalisch 1978 melosh 1982
raverby
reverby

the role that certain

groups of women have played in providing nursing and health care within their
communities has not been fully illuminated 11
this
is studys aim was to explore the
nursing and health care roles and activities of a unique group of women members of
the relief society of the church of jesus christ of latterday
latter day saints

thus far

mormon histories that have dealt with the health care activities of mormon women
have focused on physicians and midwives see examples arrington 1976 casterline
1978 noall 1974

rugh

1978 stone 1978 waters 1978 white 1978 and while

ans see
historians
the existence of nursing has been acknowledged by some mormon histon

alexander 1986 blumell 1979 derr 1987b hefner 1982

direct examination of

this role has been limited

puk
buk
bur

purpose of study

the purpose of this study was to explore the nursing and health care activities of
mormon women through analysis of the periodical produced by and for these women
lety mag
ne
the relief Ssociety
magazine
through 1930

the period of study encompassed the years of 1914

mormon
the
culture
represent
of
to
selected
was
society
relief
the

and because the existence the
women because it was highly organized in its activities mid
hLa gazing offered a medium through which to explore the organizations
relief society magazine

interests and activities furthermore the relief society shouldered primary

1I

2

response
responsibility
res
bility for social welfare within the church in this predepression
pre
ponsi ability
responsi
depression period and

therefore had a significant interest in health and
alid nursing blumell 1979 derr 1987a

overview of the church and the
th R
sqglety
relief
eilef society
ellef
elief

by 1914 the beginning of the study period the church of jesus christ of latter
day saints had weathered many challenges

the main body of the church

which had

migrated to the great basin in 1847 to escape religious persecution had many
ideological battles with the united states government many of these battles were a
result of the hostility that existed between the church and the federal government over
the doctrine of plural marriage polygamy

in addition in the years following its

migration to the great basin the church had attempted to remain economically and

politically isolated from the nation and had aroused the suspicion and mistrust of
government leaders arrington & bitton 1992

the congress of the united states attacked the church through its staunch belief
and practice of polygamy and it enacted the edmunds

act of 1882 and the edmunds

tucker act of 1887 this legislation disrupted the mormon religious economic and
political system church property with a value over 50000 was seized and
redistributed to district schools in the territory polygamists were arrested and

cormons
Mor mons nonpolygamists as well as polygamists were
prosecuted and all mormons
disenfranchised arrington & bitton 1992

when church president wilford woodruff declared an end to polygamy in the
manifesto of 1890 utah and the church began to have more peaceful relations with the
federal government

between 1894 and 1896 the churchs property was returned by joint resolution of

congress

in return mormon leaders never attempted to reassert pervasive

control over the territorial economy

be peoples party
the

the mormon political

instrument in territorial elections was dissolved mormon voters were advised to

3

join either the republican or the Demo
creatic party
democratic

the process of

americanization was formalized in 1894 when congress passed the enabling act
permitting utah to form a state government arrington & bitton
bitten 1992 p 184
unions
by 1896 utah was admitted to the uniono
union though the church had once tried to
isolate itself religiously politically and economically fi
from
om the nation by the late
1800s

was no longer a political rival to the country

the ecclesiastical organization

1987 p 32 1
campbeli
campbell
campbell1987p321

in spite of the changes and challenges it faced the church has remained a unique
religious organization one of its unusual features has been the existence of its

womens organization the relief society

the relief society was founded in

1842 when several women in the mormon

community nauvoo
of
illinois made plans to form a womens service organization that
ofnauvoo
would meet the needs of the poor of the community and provide assistance in the
building of the nauvoo temple they asked eliza R snow to draft a constitution for
the proposed society when a draft of the bylaws was shown to the prophet joseph
the women of the church for their charitable
smith he commended the constitution and thewomen
desires and explained to them that in the church they should be organized under the

priesthood after a pattern of the priesthood
it

kimball 1884 p 5511

therefore he

organized women as only a prophet of god could according to priesthood patterns

1842
god had revealed to him derr cannon & beecher 1992 p 4411 on march 17
171842

and proclaimed that the church was never perfectly organized until the women were
thus organized

51
kimball 1884 p 51

the relief society was later

disbanded with the mormon migration to utah and

the doctrine of plural marriage it was not
over
some suggest because of dissension overtoe
overthe

church wide entity until 1867 arrington & bitton 1992
formally reorganized as a churchwide

derr 1987b

4

from the time of its reorganization in 1867 through the 1930s the relief society
was the primary instrument for church welfare and charity work

the relief society

cooperated with local state and national organizations to advance its charitable goals

the organization

linked up with prominent social agencies that were striving

earnestly sympathetically and intelligently for the alleviation of sorrow and suffering
in the world

did the charter 1927 p

119

after 1930 the impact of the

depression changed the nature of church welfare and altered the focus of relief
society work as the church developed and adopted new programs to meet the
economic difficulties faced by members of the church see blumell 1979 derr
1987a

azine
magazine
sgriety mat
mai
the relief society

mormons have been prolific in their production of periodicals alexander 1986

arrington & bitton 1992 however only conders 1985 masters thesis utilized these
publications as a tool for revealing mormon culture

ligf
magazine
society
liaf sgci
jine
suci Magg
the relief
kine

provided the official vehicle for the membership and the leadership of the relief

society to communicate plans report activities and evaluate progress in health and
nursing activities
catlon
cation
in
b
public
publication
egan
began
magazine
sgizigy
society
magazip
magazis
relief
the R
&
wilc
slid

1914 but was called the

relief

society bulletin in that first year in 1915 its format was expanded its name was
tin were considered volume 1I of the
buli
changed and the twelve 1914 issues of the Bull
bulletin

magazine lyman 1931
1931

publish
ish an issue every
the relief society continued to publ

month until the magazine was discontinued in 1970 and replaced by a new magazine

the church together oark
odthe
clark
ofthe
that would bring interests of men and women of
dark cazier &

hafen 1982 p xi

the relief society magazine was wholly church owned and was acknowledged as
semi autonomous quasi official
the official organ of the relief society replacing the semiautonomous

5

womans
waman5 exponentt alexander 1986 arlington
privately owned wqman
arrington & bitton
bitten 1992

the

nature of the magazine as an official publication may present a limitation to this study
because the magazine may reflect only those programs that were ultimately approved
by the hierarchy of the church however conder
condor 1985 suggested that the relief
mgggzine though church owned was exclusively operated and directed by the
society magazine
female leadership of the relief society

the magazines purpose was not only to disseminate instructions from the relief
society general board although it did function as a conduit for official directives and
messages

derr cannon & beecher 1992 p 190 but also to receive reports of

1931 p
relief society activities from the stakes and missions of the church lyman 1931
74

map
two way
magazine
society
ly
therefore the relief anie
azine provided
drovided a medium for twoway
snie mae

communication between the leadership and the membership of the society by 1917
the magazine was received by 12190 subscribers or onefourth
one fourth of the societys
membership derr cannon & beecher 1992

1931 the relief society magazines
by 1931

monthly circulation had increased to 23000 lyman 1931
1931

several women served as editors of the relief society magazine from 1914
through 1930 susa young gates from 1914 to 1922 amy brown lyman for eight
months between 1922 and 1923 clarissa S williams then president of the relief

society and alice L reynolds from 1923 to 1930 lyman 1931
1931

the

communication lines opened by the magazine stretched around the world in 1931
rorty
horty
amy brown lyman reported that the relief society had branches in borty
torty
forty three of the

eight states of the union in canada mexico in most of the european countries
forty
fortyeight
in asia minor in south africa and in the following pacific islands hawaii new

1931 p 15
zealand australia samoa tahiti and tonga lyman 1931
1931 p
of the relief society in 1930 was 64225 lyman 1931

15

the membership

6

literature
review of litera
historians have noted that nursing has been seen as an extension of a womans
11

natural nurturing tendencies an aspect of her womanly obligations reverby
raverby 1987

stated that nursing has been grounded in the belief that care of the sick is part of a

womans duty to her family and to her community

florence nightingale said that every woman

the founder of modem nursing

is a nurse

nightingale 1860 p

3

and more recently nursing historian barbara melosh stated that nursing has always
been a womans job
as well

melosh 1984 p482

this job has belonged to mormon women

rr
derr
the work of godfrey godfrey and ek

1982 contains numerous accounts

of the efforts of pioneer women to care for sick children injured men and travailing
women

members of the early church relied primarily on faith healing when illness
occurred

at that time

doctors were scarce and poorly trained when they were

available they were rarely called because some church leaders had expressed a

profound distrust of physicians bush 1986

members of the church were advised to

rely on god to heal their maladies rather than depend on the prescriptions of men bush
1986 noall 1974

in those early years women as we
wellll as men anointed and blessed the sick
weli
11

bushman 1976 godfrey godfrey & derr 1982 newell 1981 newell 1987

in

fact newell 1987 stated that women were as likely to heal or be healed as were
men

p 112

nevertheless until health was restored nursing care remained a

necessity and female family members usually were the providers of this service when

additional assistance or expertise was required midwives were called on to assist and
supplement familybased
family based care

the remarkable experiences of mormon midwives and

the vital health care functions they served in the pioneer period have been chronicled by

arrington 1976 noall 1974 and rugh 1978
arlington

7

the mormon pioneers arrived in the salt lake valley in

1847 and by 1849 the

first health organization known as the council of health was established and taught by
learn
dr willard richards its primary purpose was to leam

of themselves

arlington 1976 p 56
arrington

involved in this organization including

sic females how to take care

A number of prominent mormon women were

dr richards

wife susannah liptrot richards

a nurse trained in britain who often conducted the classes in the doctors absence

in spite of an initial effort to expand their knowledge members of the church
remained largely unschooled in the principles of health and illness and midwives were
the primary instrument of care until a few mormon women encouraged by church
leaders began to pursue medical training arrington
arlington 1976 noall 1974

noall 1974

noted that by the last quarter of the nineteenth century the number of utah women
studying medicine had surpassed that of any other region in the nation A number of
these women upon returning to utah from eastern medical schools not only entered

private practice but also taught classes in nursing hygiene and obstetrics their
efforts were vital to the advancement of nursing and health care see arrington 1976

casterline 1978 noall 1974 stone 1978 waters 1978 white 1978
women physicians were not the only women interested in health care education

although the women physicians were very important to the mormon community the
wa also acutely felt
need for nurses was

the relief society played a prominent role in

providing nursing education

although the relief society organization had been disbanded since the time of the
reestablish
westward migration in 1867 brigham young appointed eliza R snow to re
establish
the organization under centralized church leadership arrington & bitton 1992 derr
1987b may 1976

relief society

1942

A year after eliza snows appointment

that the ladies be trained in anatomy
when brigham young expressed his wish thatthe
thattie
surgery chemistry physiology the preservation of health the properties of medicinal

8

plants and midwifery

arrington
arlington 1976 p 57 the relief society was the organization

through which that goal was accomplished between 1872 and 1873 a physiology
class organized by sarah M kimball and taught by mary E cook was held in the

fifteenth ward social hall this was the first recorded formal effort of mormon
women to teach each other about health arrington 1976

relief society

1942

in 1873 the relief society demonstrated its commitment to nursing and health
care brigham young had suggested to bathsheba W smith that three women from
each ward be chosen to study hygiene and nursing according to arrington 1976 the

relief society turned this suggestion into a requirement and three women were
appointed from and supported by each ward for this stud
studyy arrington 1976 relief

society 1942

by 1877 utah women physicians had started their own private classes

in nursing and obstetrics

relief society

1942

later in addition to the nursing programs operated by mormon women physicians
the relief society itself sponsored a school of nursing

opened in 1898 with a three fold purpose

the relief society school

to provide practical nursing service in the

branches of the church to provide nursing service to families who could not afford the
more skilled services of a graduate nurse and to provide charity care to those who
could not afford to pay at all in 1920 the relief society nurse school was superseded
by a one year course for nurses aids students in each program paid for their

education by providing a certain amount of charity nursing care upon return to their
home communities women from utah idaho arizona colorado wyoming mexico
and canada attended these training programs however the relief societys formal
nurses aids classes were discontinued
role in nursing education ended in 1924 when the nursesaids
due to objections by the national hospital training school ratings bureau

society 1942

relief

9

besides the operation of nursing schools the relief society supported nursing and
health care in other ways one endeavor involved the enormous task of opening and

operating a hospital

the women of the church wanted to establish a place were

mormons could be cared for with unrestricted access to the healing ordinances of the

church arrington 1976 noall 1974

although other religious organizations had

established hospitals in the salt lake area hospitals the women described as excellent
institutions they felt a desire to have a hospital where our own elders could walk
freely in and perform the ceremonies of the church without having the eyes of the

curious upon them

noall 1974 p

the deseret hospital opened in

155

1882 providing a place where members

of the

church could receive care and where nurses could receive training the hospital had
thirty to forty beds though there were seldom more than sixteen patients at a time

either in the fifth east location or later when the women took over the old deseret

university building in the seventeenth ward derr et al 1992 p 107

the relief

society was unable to maintain the hospital because of a lack of financial support and
it was closed in 1895 arrington 1976 noall 1974

relief society

1942

in spite of this setback the relief society remained committed nursing and to the
principles of health

the early

1900s heralded a pronounced nationwide public health

movement melosh 1984 and the activities of mormon women demonstrated a fervent
conversion to the cause arrington 1976 may 1976 noall 1974
1942
It

relief society

As early as 1902 the nurses department of the society had established an

emergency
itemergency closet that contained supplies to care for ill mothers and children

the

society also experimented with various programs to meet the needs of malnourished
children but the most successful of public health activities revolved around the
maternity and child health work of the relief society which grew out of events of

world war 1I

10

igi
19188 a year after the united states became involved in the war the government
in 191
requested that the church sell the wheat which had been gathered and stored by the

relief society under the direction of emmeline B wells since

1876.
1876

by some

apparently controversial oversight the presiding bishop of the church authorized the
sale of relief society wheat without consulting

relief society leaders the proceeds

from this sale were then placed in trust until the time that the wheat stores could be

replenished embry 1982

the wheat trust remained undisturbed until april of 1922

when

relief society

president clarissa williams recommended that the yearly
vearly interest from the wheat fund

be used for health work relief society 1942

this wheat fund

in con
conjunction
unction with

federal state cooperative funding brought into existence by the sheppardtowner
sheppard towner act
federalstate

of 1922 financially supported the activities of communities to provide health care to
mothers and children hefner 1982 relief society 1942

the establishment of

maternity hospitals and health clinics for mothers and children grew out of these funds
crepea
led but the health projects continued
repealed
sheppard towner act was repea
in 1929 the sheppardtowner

funded by the wheat interest until the early 1940s hefner 1982

the review of existing literature makes apparent the fact that mormon women
were active in nursing and health issues they provide enough information to arouse

our cuno
sity we have been given a tantalizing glimpse of health and nursing among
curiosity

mormon women but the picture remains incomplete this analysis of the relief
society
socieAY magazine eexpands on some of the sketchy images that presently exist to
provide a more complete picture of the involvement of mormon women in nursing

significance
sign
ifionc Qoff study
ifton

this study is important because it expands our understanding of an important but
often unseen role of women women have provided nursing health care through the
ages the existence of a magazine devoted to the concerns of women of a particular

11

culture provides a medium for understanding the involvement of a unique group of
women in this traditionally female role

the relief society

a womans organization is a unique feature of the church of

jesus christ of latterday
latter day saints this organization provided information and support
to women as they cared for their families and encouraged and supported them as they

fulfilled similar caregiving
caregiving functions in the community

As blumell 1979 and derr

1987a noted mormon women in the relief society were the primary instrument of

social welfare among the mormon people nursing was a part of this multifaceted
social responsibility therefore mormon women were not only the nurses in their

families they were also the nurses of the larger mormon community

mggaz
magazine provides
the existence of the relief society magaz

an exceptional opportunity

to study the official views of the nursing and health roles and issues of this unique
this study enlarges
magazine as a data base tills
group of women using the relief society mag

our understanding of the involvement of mormon women in health and nursing

questionn
research questi

what nursing and health themes emerge from the pages of the relief society
snietv
magazine
magazin from 1914 through 1930

CHAPTER 11
II

methodology and results
1I
method
methodology
9qgy

study design

this study used a descriptive design to explore nursing and health among mormon
sigf society magazine
iigf
women through content analysis of the re
relief

S

this descriptive study

was inductive that is the researcher did not impose any preexisting expectations upon
the outcome of the study

holistic inductive nature of descriptive qualitative design
the holisticinductive

allowed for depth and detail would not have been possible with a quantitative approach

patton 1980 thus analysis of the nursing and health care activities of mormon
women was not constructed from a predetermined hypothesis but developed entirely

om interpretation of the perspective of the writers of the egl
from
rgl
relief
SM magazine
kf society

hiom
fi

data collection
h f society
magazin from the first issue of volume
data were collected from the re
relief
societv magazine
1I

published in 1914 through the last issue of volume 17 published in 1930 each

volume of the R
consisted
magazin co
insisted of 12 monthly issues
relief society magazine
nsisted

every page of every issue was examined nonfiction and nonpoetry
non poetry articles
containing any mention of nursing or health were photocopied for later categorization and
analysis nursing and health references included but were not limited to those

regarding nurses nursing schools nurses aids public health nutrition child care
maternal care health education health maintenance and mental illness
L
angly
data adaly
analysis

sgo
were
ere submitted to content analysis and all
19y magazine w
society
data from the relief ago
coding was done by the investigator unitizing reliability garvin kennedy & cissna

12

13

1987 was accomplished by the coding of 20 randomly selected pieces of data by two
go
independent investigators with recoding
90
receding agreement of 90.90

results

the relief society magazine
ma e

digf
led the re
cal
cai
called
bulletinn in its first year of
sggipt bul
bui
relief
diff society

publication contained numerous articles regarding health and nursing from 1914 to
1930 the magazine published 11
176 pages of lessons articles speeches
11176

announcements short stories and poetry

the magazine provided an opportunity for

relief society members to publish original works of fiction or poetry and served as the
vehicle for publishing lessons on theology literature and social service
15.9
in the seventeen volumes studied 1779 pages or 159
159 percent of the magazine

were devoted to health or nursing concerns items of fiction and poetry were not

included in this analysis but the entries extracted consisted of articles lessons
announcements ads speeches and reports related to nursing or health

articles were defined as those items that consisted of a treatise on a particular
subject speeches on the other hand were those entries represented as written

reproductions of addresses these were usually derived from relief society conference
proceedings
proceedines but the magazine also reprinted speeches given before other organizations
such as the utah public health association

reports were defined as those items that gave an account of the nursing and health
work engaged in by relief society members most of these entries were stake reports
ing
mggp
sp&le
glig
alig
spale
that were sent to the R
magazine
society
fro m local relief society units for the
ff
relief
inf from
V

purpose of informing relief society leaders and other members about their progress
and success in health and nursing activities announcements consisted of items that
advertised relief society health and nursing programs and encouraged participation in

them

14

ac health
magazine
gglme were coded according to the
gulme
data extracted from the relief society
SNLety ma
or nursing topic they addressed many items addressed more than one topic and were
therefore included in more than one category through content analysis the following
maey
nursing and health themes emerged from the relief sgf
dety
bety
society
magazine
azim nursing faith
saf MaLy

healing womens health childrens health and public health see table
rabie
rable
fable
tabie

1

nursing
nursing was an occupation wholeheartedly encouraged and supported by the relief
society this fact is evident in the number of items about nursing found in the relief
society magazine see table 2

magazine entries coded into this theme contained

biographies of nurses information and history about nursing schools description about
nursing loan funds or opinion about the roles and responsibilities of nurses these
amounted to 150 items

the quantity of entries with a nursing theme provided evidence

that mormon women were interested and active in nursing

pur
hies
nurses
biographies
of
dur
bioa
baioa

magazm
magazineg contained
the relief society magazu

19 biographies that mentioned the names of

37 women who provided nursing care to their families and communities see appendix
A

although occasional articles focused on the nursing activities of these women

usually the magazine merely acknowledged that particular women had a talent for

nursing and focused on other aspects of the womens lives in the biographical sketch

of clarissa S williams and of margaret mitchell caine the magazine noted that these
women supported and developed formal nursing programs in the church

the first biography of a nurse appeared in

1915 the last in 1930

the first

biography showcased alice fredricka smith a granddaughter of the prophet joseph

smith who had joined the church many years after the death of her own parents alice
followed her mother a civil war nurse into nursing and later cared for her foster father
until his death

notes from 1915

the relief society magazine acknowledged the

15

table

1I

entry type
classification
of nursing and health themes by ent
T
cl&ssif&gliongf

entry
type
ent
de
q IL

see

THEME

articles

lessons

ads

speeches
sem
SRM hes

s
reports
b2
ba

TOTAL

nursing

45

3

27

36

39

ISO
150

6

0

0

0

0

6

24

5

7

46

60

142

36

70

7

28

81

222

113

48

20

67

107

355

224

126

177

287

g875

faith
healing
heald
heali

womens
health
Child
childrens
reds

health
public

health
TOTAL

16

table 2

type
nursing
ngoige theme by category and entry tyne
tyde

entry
ena type
CATEGORY

articles

lessons

ads

speeches

reports
report

TOTAL

biography

17

1

0

0

1

19

nursing

18g

1

255

14

7

65

3

0

0

5

0

8

3

0

0

10

1

14

0

0

0

6

0

6

0

0

0

0

30

30

4

1

2

1

0

8

45

3

27

36

39

150

1

schools

funds
loan
loanfunds
public health

10

nursing

nursing roles
stake
involvement

other
TOTAL

nursing roles of other prominent mormon women

for example zina D

midwife Ye ancient
called zions beloved nurse and midwifeye

H young was

1915 p 345 and she was

described as a woman who went about night and day never sparing

herself delivering women nursing the sick robing the dead

another woman

prescendia
Prescendia L kimball was known as a tower of strength in the sickroom

p 347

other famous nurses and midwives mentioned in the relief society magazine
included patty sessions susannah liptrot richards julina L smith and edna L smith

however the magazine described very little about their work instead it merely
acknowledged that they provided an important service to families throughout the church

17

many of the early nurses were self trained they became nurses to those outside
their family circle because they had a talent for the work and desire to serve recognition

of a special gift for nursing was found in comments such as sister neslen had a natural
gift for nursing which was put to frequent use

cannon 1926 p 349 or A natural

gor
born
bom nurse her services were often called forin
for in cases of desperate illness jensen
19299
1929

p 349

some of these natural bom
born nurses had received priesthood blessings that directed

grace
hElizabeth
them to use their talent in the care of the sick such was the case withelizabeth
with
eilzabeth
elizabeth
wit

mccune the relief society mag
Mae
magazine
azine printed an excerpt from her journal in which she
maeazine
marazine
reported that when a child 1I was given a patriarchal blessing and one of the promises
was that 1I should be an instrument in the hand of god in doing much good among the
sick

this was literally fulfilled

occasions 1I was an instrument in

I loved the work and 1I know that on numberless
.11

gods hand ure

1927 p 326

though the early mormon nurses were initially self trained it was not long after
their arrival in the salt lake valley that women with a desire to care for the ill or infirm
were presented with opportunities to increase their knowledge and skill

the relief

magaz
mormon
ding
women in formal
bained
society
accounts
con
magazine
contained
tained
the
involvement
of
of
socia
nursesf
nurses training programs

nursing sch
schools
I1 C

I
tv magazine cchronicled the history of nursing schools among
society
relief
the re
socle
1 lef Socie

mormon women in sixtyfive
sixty five entries about nursing education see table 2

these

entries provided a history of nursing education that began at the time of the pioneer
migration to the salt lake valley much of this information came from a 1920 relief

ngd
society magazine article written by susa young gates she noted that the history of
nad
the nurse school work as associated with the women of this church has an ancient and
honorable origin

gates 1920 p 376

in fact the magazine made it clear that nursing
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was one of the responsibilities placed upon the
women of the church by the prophet
thewomen

joseph smith when he organized the relief society in 1842

the prophet joseph smith

laid his hands on these womens heads and set them apart to go about among the sick and
minister to their wants

nursing in 1915 p 316

the opportunity to expand their knowledge and fulfill the prophets charge came
after the saints arrived in utah according to gates 1920 the first health class the

council of health had been proposed by brigham young before the saints ever reached
the salt lake valley

we find in the manuscript history of the church the following notation from a
council meeting held in winter quarters august 1846 brigham young said

1

I

intend to propose to the council of this church to have some way divised
devised sic 1I to
instruct this people concerning the organization of the human system and how to
care for it

president young on his entrance into the valley lost no time in putting

his plan into active operation

called upon

the fort was built in

dr willard richards

1847 and president young

to establish a council of health

had married an english nurse susannah liptrot as one of his wives

dr richards
this lady had

received as good a training as was offered in england at that day and she assisted

her husband in giving lectures to the women of the council on obstetrics nursing
and child care

that this council of health was a power for good in the community

is evidenced by the strict hygienic regulations inculcated in the establishment of salt

village p 376
lake city itself and surrounding towns and villages

the council of health was described as the
nursing in 1915 p 316

original nurse school in this church

its lessons focused on wellness and disease prevention as

accordin the scientific
well as on care of the sick women were taught not only according
1

I

knowledge of the time but church leaders also addressed health topics from the
perspective of the holy commandments of god

gates 1920 p 377

19

gates 1920 reported that occasional nursing classes were held even after the death
of dr willard richards in 1854 but before 1872 when the womans
womancj exponent
expgngt
reported that a physiology class had been organized by sarah M kimball there were
evidently no reports on the health and nursing activities of mormon women gates
1920

nurse training expanded in 1873 when on july

15

brigham young requested

that the presidents of relief societies throughout the church appoint three women from

each ward to study hygiene and nursing

he advised the bishops that each ward should

provide financial support to these students during their course of study

by september an obstetrics school taught by dr mary H barker was opened
zina D H young a pioneer midwife graduated from this school and became its
instructor after dr barker returned to the east three years after the schools opening

gates 1920.
1920 the lectures taught by zina D H young were held in the office of the

womans exponent where the class skeleton was also kept the relief society
5qqigtv
exponents
magazine stated that the ex
n ants
nts editor emmeline B wells laughingly recalled
how people stared and wondered how she could stay nights with the gruesome thing in
the office

nursing in 1915 p 316

more nursing schools sprang up when mormon women returned to utah after
9graduating from eastern medical schools in 1920 the

relig
ty magazine gave
society
relieff sg&ig

romania B penrose the first mormon woman physician credit for being the first doctor
to open a class in obstetrics and nursing

1877 and
her class opened on november 111877

she taught two classes a year for twentyeight
twenty eight years gates 1920 nursing in

1915

ellis R shipp and margaret C roberts also opened private nursing schools after
returning to utah from medical school

nursing in 1915

other women who

conducted private classes included dr mattie paul hughes cannon who opened her
school for nurses in 1889 and hannah sorensen a scandinavian nurse of fine training

and good abilities

gates 1920 p 382 who taught classes in physiology and hygiene
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to women in central utah beginning in 1893 sorensens class was the only early class
mentioned by the relief society magazine that was not held in salt lake city gates
1920

the magazine made it clear that all of the early nursing programs were private
ventures encouraged by the church and the relief society but not directly controlled by

either organization however in 1879 when

dr romania B penrose petitioned for the

establishment of a womens hospital the idea was supported by

relief society president

eliza R snow when the deseret hospital opened in 1882 the hospital officers who
were all women planned for the establishment of a school for the purpose of educating
mid wives and training nurses for the sick in order that the people in all the stakes of
midwives

zion may be better supplied with efficient help in the hour of extreme need gates
19209
1920

p 379

mar
magazine did not contain specific information about
the relief society map
ibe

tai setting gates 1920 article
the ways nursing education was delivered in this hospital
ho SPI tal

offered the only clue when she noted that

mid wives
dr shipps class of nurses and midwives

were taken to visit the hospital once a week for practical hospital work p 382

magazine
gazing it was apparent that a
society Ma
from the history found in the relief sni
number of mormon women endeavored to educate nurses for service in communities
throughout the church excepting its involvement with the deseret hospital however
the relief society had not been directly involved in these efforts nursing schools had

been privately operated

this began to change when a lack of financial support

necessitated the closure of deseret hospital in august of 1896 gates 1920

other

sources set 1895 as the year of the hospitals closing see noall 1974 and relief

society 1942
the relief society began an active
after the closure of the deseret hospital ithe
campaign to establish nursing education programs

dr margaret C roberts

the first program

the inspiration of

opened in 1898 and was operated by the salt lake stake relief

21

society it was endorsed by church president wiffordwoodruff
wilford woodruff

in 11904
904 the relief

society general board assumed control of the nurse school but left the financial and
management responsibilities in the hands of er
dr roberts however by 1913 the

general board had taken over all phases of the program gates 1920
women entered this training program from communities throughout the
intermountain west and usually paid for their education by providing a predetermined

amount of charity nursing care after completion of their training this arrangement
provided many families in the church the opportunity to utilize the expertise of a trained

nurse in their homes however women who did not want to provide charity care were
permitted to pay for their education in real dollars gates 1920
gazing provided a
magazine
Bul
society
ly Ma
builedin
lefin of 1914 and the relief sod
the relief society bulletin
medium for recruiting students and a forum for reporting on the schools progress

the

first advertisements for the relief society nurse school were found in the 1914 relief

society bulletin
bui n in which stake and ward relief society presidents were urged to select
bul
intelligent and energetic women of suitable age and of good moral character to take this

course in nursing

relief society nurse

1914 p 15

sag
ssage from the general board announced a
me asage
societyy magazine message
in 1915 a relief sqg
modification in the nursing curriculum
cum culum the relief society nurse school was to be

combined with a thorough course in obstetrics

R S nurse

1915 p 343

this

new curriculum was taught by the founder of the relief society nurse school margaret
C roberts it was an eight month program as the previous one had been

announcement

1915

according to 1917 and 1918 reports of commencement exercises students in the
modified program were permitted to choose their course of study nursing or obstetrics

or both most women graduated with certificates in nursing

the combined certificate in

obstetrics and nursing was received by the fewest number of students

relief society
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nurse 1917 lyman 1918

unlike earlier relief society nursing classes tuition for

this program was not entirely covered by a term of charity nursing service in 1914
20.00
tuition had been 2000
2000 and it was expected that the relief society organization in each

ward would pay the tuition free for their representatives

notice 1914 p

14

in

return the student had signed a contract which stated
ee in the relief society nurse school 1I
free
in consideration of obtaining instruction fi
promise to answer all calls made upon me by the superintendent of relief society

nurses where 1I live to give thirty days charity nursing and also nurse for whatever
remuneration may be designated by said superintendent for the term of one year
following graduation p 14

students who did not wish to sign the contract were permitted to attend the program
50.00
by paying 5000
5000 tuition but by 1917 tuition for the nursing course was not only a
25.00 fee tuition for the obstetrics
thirty day term of charity nursing but an additional 2500
2500
thirtyday
50.00
course was 5000
5000 in addition to service at five charity obstetrical cases or 30 days
ft

service in charity nursing

if wards and stakes were still meeting the monetary portion

of the tuition it was not mentioned by the magazine relief society school p 1917
p 479
in return for the payment of tuition in time and money students in the relief society

course were instructed on a variety of subjects they received general instructions in
nursing for seven and a half hours a week

relief society school p

19179
1917

p 479

and additional lectures on other subjects which included invalid cooking first aid drugs
and solutions public health contagious diseases hydrotherapy elementary hygiene and
prevention and treatment of diseases were given five hours a week

school 1917 relief society school 1918

relief society

students in obstetrics received seven and

a half hours of lecture a week that consisted of technical instruction in obstetrics and
all the regular and special features of the nursing course

relief society school p
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if the students of obstetrics like nursing received the additional five

1917 p 479

hours of instruction weekly it was not specified by the magazine

in 1920 the relief society nursing program was changed again

be relief society
the

school of obstetrics and nursing became the IDS relief society school for training

nurses
nurses1 aids the school was transferred to LDS hospital and the program was
lengthened from eight months to one year gates 1920 LDS

relief

1920

the magazine noted that students from the previous course had often found it
necessary to work for their room and board in addition to attending to their studies but

the student nurses aids were housed at the LDS hospital campus students of the 1920
program were not assessed tuition but were under the continued requirement to provide
thirty days of charity nursing upon completion of their training

according to the magazine the 1920 program was well received by the women of
the church

at the fall relief society conference

clarissa S williams reported that

applications for admission to the program had exceeded the general boards
expectations
a

for several years it had been the dream of the relief society to have our school

incorporated in the L D S hospital which was done last august when the
one year course
hospital for the first time admitted the relief society nurses for a oneyear
in real practical nursing As there had been some difficulty in the past in getting

students interested in the nurse course as it has been given the general board was a

little in doubt as to how the new course would be received and supported

for

several years the class had numbered twenty or less than twenty after the church
authorities had decided that the students could be entered at the hospital the general

board wondered if it would be possible to get the required number of students

the response however

was more than anybody had dreamed of instead of

receiving in the neighborhood of twenty applicants one hundred and ten requests
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for admission were registered at the office

this response proved to the general

board that relief society women were quick to recognize and make the most of real

opportunity when presented to them lyman 1920b pp
707 708
ap 707708
in spite of the popularity of this course its life was short

at a 1924 relief society

conference it was announced that LDS hospital was unable to continue the course
because of objections from the hospital commission in addition to the relief society
class the magazine reported that the hospital had also supported a three year program for

registered nurses
if

hospitit inspector
the hospital discovered after a visit from a hospital

that

unless a hospital had two hundred beds daily occupied the american standards

would not permit of such hospitals having two schools for nurses

lyman 1924c p

297

relief society leaders expressed their disappointment over the cancellation of the
i

etin the
sggi
course for nurses aids from the be
bulletin
society bull
beginning
buli
91 nning issues of the relief aggi

relief society leaders had expressed their belief in the need for practical nurses later
called nurses aids to provide nursing care to the ill in their communities A 1914 notice
stated

we sincerely trust that members of the relief society realize the value and necessity
of this course of nursing as it is a fact that 95 per cent of inhabitants of our country
cannot afford to pay the price of a graduate hospital nurse and yet our sick of the
masses should receive trained and skilful sic nursing

notice 1914 p

14

the relief societys philosophy of nursing education was found in the account of an
address given to the first graduates of the nurses aids school
4

there is a real need for graded nurses

the supply of hospital graduate nurses is

inadequate and even if it were not there are many people who are unable to pay for

the services of a registered nurse there seems therefore to be a place for nurses
aids to go into the homes of the middle classes and take care of ordinary ills

25

superintendent grant expressed the hope that the members of this class would never
give the impression that they are graduate nurses

this

he considered would be a

discourtesy not only to the L D S hospital but to the relief society there is a
place in the community for the nurses
aids and they should fill this place to the best
nursesaids
559 560
pp 559560
of their ability lyman 1921
1921 ap

further evidence of the relief societys belief in a graded system of nurses was

oplie
found in the rplie
information
relieff society magazine
Magazing which provided in
formation and carried
advertisements for a number of nursing programs

at the spring 1922 relief society

conference

mrs amy brown lyman urged the relief society to continue its interest in the
nurse movement and to enlist girls to take the various nurse courses offered she
gave

detailed information as to requirements allowances etc of the relief

society nurses aids course the L D S the dee and the salt lake county

hospital courses lyman 1922a p 303

at the following conference

emma A empey chairman of the relief society nurse

committee advocated the enrollment of mormon women in threeyear
three year hospital
programs she said that graduate nurses were needed not only for regular nursing
service but for teachers and for health positions in the communities while the relief

society nurse aids were prepared to do practical nursing in the homes lyman 1922b
p 62
6233

the entries for other nursing programs were not as numerous as those for the relief
gaming did provide information about
magazine
society school nevertheless the relief society Ma

other schools in utah in fact the first nursing school advertisements found in the
magazine promoted the LDS hospital program

hospital

1914b

L D S hospital

1914a

L D S

it is not possible to know with certainty how many advertisements

maming from
for the LDS hospital training program appeared in the R
relief society magazine
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1914 to 1930 since many of these ads were found in the front or end pages of the

magazine and it is unlikely that they have all been preserved nevertheless from the ads

that remained some information about the LDS hospital training school was available

the

1914 advertisements for the LDS hospital nursing program praised the features

of the hospital and the nursing school they reported that the hospital had a 250 bed
capacity an average enrollment of 100 women and offered a thorough course in
surgical medical obstetrical infant and accident nursing

p 15

L D S hospital

1914a

unlike the relief society school this program was designed to produce

graduate hospital nurses

the duration of this program was three years in contrast to

the 8 to 12 month relief society programs
advertisement stated

L D S hospital

1914b

one

some schools may give a diploma in six months or a year but if

you are ambitious nothing less than a course at thel
the L D S hospital will ever satisfy

you

L D S hospital

1914a p 15

a

magazine
pazi
the LDS hospital school was not the only program that the relief society M
endorsed in 1920 it introduced the university of utahs course for practical nurses

this course was installed

in response to an urgent demand on the part of the physicians

the hospitals and the general public

the university

1920 p 588

it consisted of

three months of classroom instruction and nine months of supervised hospital work

students were allowed to choose the hospital in which they would receive clinical
experience in addition the credits obtained in this practical nursing program were
transferable toward a degree in professional nursing from the university of utah

university

the

1920

osinty magazines advertisements and articles about various nursing
the relief 0society

programs in the state of utah appeared somewhat sporadically and haphazardly but in
1922 the requirements and features of four utah nursing programs were outlined in a

single article

this was the only instance in which the details of the various programs
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were presented together for comparison theuniversity
the university of utahs program was not
included in this entry but information was given about the relief society nurses aids

course the LDS hospital course the dee hospital course and the salt lake county
hospital course except for the relief society course which was designed to produce
nurses aids the other programs were three year courses lyman 1922a

all of the hospital programs required some high school education for admission
one year for the salt lake county hospital course and two years for both the LDS and
the dee hospital programs LDS and dee hospital accepted applicants between 19 and

30 years of age the salt lake county hospital had a similar age range 19 to 31 years

in contrast the age range for relief society nurses aids was 18 to 35 years lyman
1922a

each of the four programs provided a monthly allowance for its students but the

amount varied from school to school

the lowest allowance was

5 a month at the relief

society program and the highest was the 15 a month allowed at salt lake county

hospital lyman 1922a

man
uan
loan funds

rgli
other agli
society maga
magazine
relief
ef 5&i
zing entries besides those that dealt directly with nursing
schools demonstrated the interest of mormon women in innursing
nursing after the relief

societys school was abolished in 1924 the organization continued to support nursing
through the use of loan funds Iioan
oan funds which had various purposes were first
loan
established in 1923 as memorials for past relief society presidents lyman 1928b

one of them the zina D H young relief society nurse loan fund was set up
explicitly for the provision financial assistance to women who were pursuing a nursing
education

1I
R
fund
this
use
in
the
found
the
of
only
information
about
relief
f society
the

magazine was a 1927 entry in which president clarissa S williams reported that five
nurses had received 75 from the fund

general conference 1927
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in december of 1925 the R
Qc
relief Ssociety
deev
detv magazine reported that an additional
nursing fund had been established the public health nurses loan fund

it was the

intention of the general board to lend this money to hospital graduate nurses who

desired to take up training for public health
applicant

the plan

was to allow 750 to each

lyman 1925b p 632

nursing oriented loan fund reported in the 17 year study period was
the final nursingoriented

established in 1926 in honor of clarissa S williams a longtime advocate of nursing in
1928 president williams explained how the fund came into being

probably you all have noticed in the magazine what 1I finally was authorized to do
with the honor fund which you so kindly presented to me in april of 1926 but 1I

would like to report the matter to you verbally and to pass over to you the joy 1I feel
in being able to have that money put into the very thing in which 1I have always been
so deeply interested

we already had two loan funds for nurses
the zina D H
nursesthe

young loan fund for undergraduate nurses and the public health nurse loan fund

it therefore seemed to me that it would not be possible to use this fund in the
interest of nursing which has always been the very ideal of my heart but one day
in our executive meeting sister lyman said sisters 1I have been wondering if

sister williams would like this honor fund of hers placed in the public health nurse
loan fund and to have the joint fund named the clarissa S williams honor loan

Nur
fund for public health nurses
sesH immediately sisters knight and robinson
nursesh
begaii to cry 1I was so overcome with joy 1I
seconded that thought and 1I think 1I began
had been hoping and praying that there would be some nurse activity which 1I might

especially sponsor

the board approved the recommendation

and 1I am pleased to

report to you personally the use of your gift to me which 1I have loved and
appreciated more than you can know A number of nurses have already been
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benefited by loans from this fund and have returned home to labor among us

lyman 1928b p 657
sing roies
nur
ling
roles
nursing
oles
oies
r L public health nursing

in addition to its support of nursing education the relief Ssociety mae
mar
magazine

discussed some of the roles and responsibilities of nurses sixteen speeches discussed
the importance of nurses ten of those were about public health nursing in two
instances demonstrations of nursing skills were showcased at relief society

conferences

the skills demonstrated by student nurses included

the obstetric bed changing bed and so forth

back again

skel
skeltetus
tetus abdominal binder

hand and arm bandage

bedmaking including

lifting the patient from bed to chair and

breast binder

and heating compress

abdominal binder

lyman 1920a p 326

A nursing

demonstration was also part of the october conference of 1924 where the activities

displayed included bedmaking washing and dressing a baby and a display of proper
ettes
layettes
lay

lyman 1924d p 628

the relief society magazine expressed a
but more than discussing nursing tasks the&elief

recognition of the role of nurses in overall community health

ten speeches stressed the

importance of public health nursing and outlined the responsibilities of the public health

nurse

according to the magazines entries relief society leaders held strong convictions
about the importance of the public health nurse to the community amy brown lyman
1924d addressed the subject at the october 1924 conference
1I

am a great believer in the public health nurse and 1I hope the time will soon come

when there will be one in every county 1I hope relief society women encourage the

movement

it would be a great credit to our organization if there could be public

health nurses in all the communities of the latterday
latter day saints through the efforts of
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the relief society organization in operation
cooperation
co
with the counties and other agencies

632
pp632

the magazine reported that some stake relief societies had success in obtaining
public health nurses for their communities through the kind of cooperation that amy

presl
president
dent of the rigby idaho stake
lyman had encouraged for example in 1930 the presi
reported that after many small steps they were looking forward to the benefits of having
a yearround
year round public health nurse

lund

1930 furthermore in january of 1924 several

months before amy lymans conference pleatwo
piea two stakes in the bingham county idaho
plea
area reported that they had been successful in obtaining a public health nurse for the

county which included the blackfoot and shelley stakes

their success was the result of

relief society efforts mingled with those of other organizations in the county each
donated a portion of the money necessary to secure a public health nurse

the blackfoot board of education subscribed
200 the bingham county

250 the shelley board of education

red cross chapter 400 the county commissioners

400 the shelley stake relief society

200 and the blackfoot stake relief society

400 making of total of 1850 which it was planned would finance the nursing
program at least for nine months lyman 1924a p 45

mormon women were anxious to obtain public health nurses for their communities
because they recognized the important role they played in health preservation in the

october 1924 conference victoria B christensen a nurse from the utah agricultural
college reminded mormon women that health building is now considered a matter of
education and not one of accident

lyman 1924d p 636

and the burden of

education was on the shoulders of the nurse in 1926 dorothy ledyard director of
nursing service of the pacific division of the red cross succinctly summarized this

pervasive nursing role

A nurse who doesnt teach as she goes does not fulfil her duty

relief society conference

1927 p 32
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Map
azine showed that the leaders and members of this
magazine
the relief society mae
marazine

organization supported and encouraged nursing

the magazine acknowledged the role of

women as nurses in the biographies it published and gave a account of the involvement

of the relief society with nursing education in addition it provided evidence that the

relief society leadership felt that nurses were important to community health
faith healing
though mormon women participated in and encouraged education in temporal
measures to ease suffering their religion gave them the knowledge that god could heal
afflictions that were beyond the abilities of humans to alleviate

the second health topic

mapaazm
addressed by the R
eaith
gl ipf smi
fal
faith
th healing items were coded 1Iinto
nto this
society
relief
sni magazineg was fai
category when they spoke of blessings or prayers in behalf of the sick or when they
indicated that an exercise of faith was connected with the alleviation of illness or disease

only 5 articles in the R
magazine
maeanne dealt with the subject of women
society
ietv
ieta mag
relief SY
performing healing ordinances or exercising their faith in behalf of others
inn and early issues of the fgligf
rgligf society magazine
Magmine
lef society bull
bulletin
buli
the relief
kine

pointedly admonished the women of the church to exercise faith and rely upon god to
heal their afflictions

for example

ligf
an editorial in the R
relief
liaf society bulletinn chided the

sisters for depending on physicians rather than god to heal disease and expressed
concern that the women of the church had relied more on science than on the power of

heaven

the custom of appealing to physicians

for medical assistance in all cases of sickness

has become so prevalent even among the latterday
utter day saints that faith in the healing
latter
utterday

of the sick has been measurably relegated to the rear it is true we still send for the
elders but the physician is or will be in the house as well and we are apt to rely
more upon his skill than upon the administration of the priesthood while if there is

a return of health we are pretty sure to give the credit to the physician

in the

32

rise of this church faith was the one and the only recourse in all cases of sickness
and disease simple remedies were administered and were perhaps a part of the
household equipment but the bottle of consecrated oil occupied the most prominent

place in the sick rooms of the latterday
latter day saints

who is there that has not seen

the wonderful healings made manifest among this people from time to time Is there
any lack of power in the priesthood

on the con
contraryy there has probably never been

a time in the history of the church when there has been more power and efficacy in
the united ranks of the priesthood than at the present time what then may be the

it is an entirely individual trouble you and 1I dear sister my be at fault

difference

the moment we are sick

do we take a remedy or hunt up a physician

if we

are to retain the established principle of faith for the healing of the sick we must
work at it as we would at any other principle or doctrine which we wish to make a

part of our lives

ap
faith 1914 pp

the editor susa young gates

556
6

also expressed the opinion that

too much of our

time in social affairs is spent in discussing medical problems and medical treatment

faith 1914 p

5

jiff
jigf society
not
di
discuss
magazine
did
d
in spite of this view the fe
if
sqgiety M
relief
uine
aine
aa
a&

medical problems then health concerns in the 1914 to 1930 period in most cases the

relief society sisters expressed a desire to utilize the best scientific information of their
agazine
magazine
gazine articles
time to address health issues nevertheless the few relief society ma

about faith healing acknowledged the prerogative of women to exercise faith in behalf of
the sick and to participate in healing ordinances

one entry regarding the role of women in healing was a march 1915 article entitled
instructions of the prophet joseph smith

according to this reprint of the minutes of a

1942 in nauvoo illinois the prophet affirmed that faithful
meeting held on april 28
281942

women as well as men were entitled to gifts of the spirit which included that of healing
the sick
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respecting the females laying on hands the prophet joseph smith further
remarked there could be no evil in it

if god gave his sanction by healing there

could be no more sin in any female laying hands on the sick than in wetting the face
haith
with water
that it is not sin for anybody to do it who has baith
faith
or if the sick have
waterthat
faithor

the faith to be healed by the administration

an april

instructions

of

1915 p 92

1916 article about former relief society president eliza R snow noted that she

had herself performed the ordinance of washing and anointing for thousands of
prospective mothers

the mother

1916 p 189

1915 relief society president
in 11915

emmeline B wells reminisced about her childhood experience of receiving a blessing
under the hands of eliza R snow wells 1915
hid
kid
account
aunt of a woman exercising a faith ritual in
relief
the last re
fid society magazine account

behalf of the sick was found in march of 1919 A mother who despaired for the life of
afflicted infant received inspiration to anoint the childs abdomen with
her dysentery
dysenteryafflicted
consecrated oil and to pray although the remedies suggested by neighbors had only
worsened the infants condition the mothers faith and obedience led to the infants
recovery lauritzen 1919

faith healing in particular was not mentioned by the relief

society magazine
Maii azine after 1919

the magazines focus turned more toward scientific

methods of preserving health

womens health
holth
en tries about health care demonstrated a concern for
hief
Ma gaims entries
society
fief boci
et magazines
relief
soci
the R

population the women and the children of the church
two segments of the mormon populationthe

because the relief society has been an organization of and for women it was not
surprising that womens health issues were addressed frequently in the magazine
magadi
magazi ne one
forty two entries addressed this theme
hundred fortytwo
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all items that contained a health topic that directly concerned women were coded into
this category

the topics that were discussed included mental health

health concerns of

the middle aged birth control and maternal health see table 3

mentalhpglth
mental health
nted a total of 13 articles about mental health
while the R
relief society magazine
hlagazi printed
pri anted
from 1914 to 1930 only 3 of them were specific to women

two articles appeared at the

beginning of the study period one in 1915 and one in 1916 the last appeared in 1930 at

the end of the study period

each of the early articles suggested ways for women to avoid nervous breakdown

the

1915 entry cited overwork worry shock grief financial or domestic difficulties a

loss of sleep fand
and a monotonous existence as the causes ofnerve
of nerve strain and stated
ff

that no mortal is exempt from nervous breakdown

baggarley 1915c p 274

by

contrast the 1916 article declared that nervous collapse is only for people who spend a
great deal of time thinking about themselves and asserted that the most dangerous
enemies to our peace of mind are self pity self righteousness and self indulgence

mental hygiene 1916 p 30

it

since each of these articles expressed a different belief

about the cause of nervous strain it was not surprising they each prescribed different
treatments

the

1915 entry suggested a change

of scene food and associates

simple nourishing food plenty of water fresh air sleep and baths

baggarley

1915c p 275 and the 1916 article ordered the sufferer of nervous strain to abandon

concern for herself and go out and find others who are not so well situated as you are
kenderest
tenderest sympathy and see if your own
minister to them and give to them of your tenderest

troubles do not fly away so quickly you will forget you ever had them

hygiene

mental

1916 p 30

the subject of mental health for women was not presented in the relief society
magazine
marazine again until 1930 in that instance

dr thomas martin

an agronomist at
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table 3
womens health
tyre
ema type
huith theme by category and entry
hulth
ewa
tyle

entry type
CATEGORY

articles

lessons

adb
ads

speeches

reports

TOTAL

mental health

3

0

0

0

0

3

health for

3

1

0

0

0

4

birth control

3

0

0

0

0

3

maternal

13

3

7

46

60

129

nutrition

2

1

0

0

0

3

TOTAL

24

5

7

46

60

142

middle age

health

brigham young university made a plea for attention to the mental health of farm
mothers

he believed that technology had eased the burden of the farmer himself but

that in the rural home the mother had been overlooked

dr

81
martin 1930 p 81

martin said that a vast number of the insane were recruited from rural home and this
because the mother was often made a beast of burden in the home where conveniences

had not been considered

martin 1930 p 82

operate with
cooperate
he urged fathers to co

mothers and make the home a better place in which to live some of the supposed
luxuries of life must be placed in the home and the standards of living improved

attempt at city conveniences must be made martin 1930 p 84

an
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although only three articles discussed themental
the mental well
being of women the
wellbeing
map
mae
existence of these articles in the relief Ssociety mapaz
az
suggested that the importance of
magazine
mental health was not entirely overlooked but the majority of entries about womens
health dealt more with physical health concerns

nge
age

ap
Mid
ngg
midngg
midage
mid&
mida

like the articles about mental health relieff society magazine entries about the health
middle aged women were also rare only 4 entries addressed this subject and they
of middleaged

offered a variety of recommendations they included su
suggestions
99izestions to avoid restrictive
clothing and too frequent bathing which was said to weaken the woman who had
reached fifty

strong women who have taken daily cold baths all their lives find that

after reaching the age of fifty or sixty this delightful habit must be set aside

for

1915 p 378

hygiene

in addition older women were encouraged to maintain their mental

well being by avoiding idleness and selfishness and engaging instead in relief society
wellbeing

and temple work mental hygiene

1916

in addition moderate exercise and fresh air were encouraged because it was believed
that a good circulation of air should be observed in the rooms of women who are past
fifty

and better circulation of air than when they
their breathing organs require more andbetter

were young and exercised more freely

hygiene for 1915 p 379

aged
middle
middleaged

women were also advised to modify their diets because their digestion was less efficient

and their energy requirements had decreased in fact it was suggested that most people
past the age of fifty would better drop one meal and get along on two meals a day

hygiene for 1915 p 377

spite
te of all the advice given one article
nevertheless in spi

ended by acknowledging
acknowledgm
acknowledgeg that trying to regulate aaj grandmother is neither safe wise

nor productive of much happiness

hygiene for 1915 p 379
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birth control

though the health care concerns of older women received infrequent treatment in
map azing
abing issues
the relief society magazine
ssues
to younger women particularly in
concern
concernto
issues of concernto
relationship to motherhood were prominent three of these articles dealt with the
subject of birth control in which mormon women were strongly advised to avoid limiting

their families
anti birth control articles were published in 1916 and the third was
two of these antibirth

published in 1917 according to the editor susa young gates they were written in
response to a nationwide birth control movement

fumily limitation
the book family

by

margaret sanger had been published in 1915 and the first family planning clinic in the

united states had been opened in 1916 derr et al 1992

gates introduced the articles

with this statement

knowing quite well the attitude of the leading women of this people past and
present on the subject of childbearing
child bearing the editor still felt anxious to present the
views of some of our leading brethren on the subject accordingly a letter was sent

out setting forth the fact that many of our eastern magazines especially the womens
magazines have been discussing the propriety of what is known as birth control
ts and fashionable women
eugenis
the eugenists

and the fashionable doctors and ministers

who advocate this movement claim that families of from two to four children are

quite sufficient for any woman to bear

the lower classes should be discouraged

from bearing profusely according to these pseudo philosophers because of their
ignorance and poverty while the middle class women who are the working women
through these doctrinesj
doctrinessJ are gradually getting to feel that life holds much more for
doctrine

them than motherhood

birth control 1916a p 363

each of the three articles about birth control contained the teachings of priesthood
leaders regarding the subjects of motherhood and family size

for example elder
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rudger clawson said that woman is so constituted that ordinarily she is capable of
bearing during the years of her greatest strength and physical vigor from eight to ten
children

gods command while it did not specify the exact number of children

allotted to woman simply implied that she should exercise the sacred power of
procreation to its utmost limit

birth control

1916a p 364

subject
act of birth
ect
other apostles who responded to the editors invitation to address the sub

control were
were george F richards david

jr

0 mckay 0

F whitney joseph F smith

birth control 1916a hyrum M smith and david A smith

1916b

birth control

their counsel warned women as well as men against limiting their families

because of concerns about fashion finances or education

control 1916b birth control 1917

birth control

1916a

birth

elder george albert smith then of the

council of the twelve apostles summarized the latterday
latter day saint belief about families

children are an heritage from the lord and those who refuse the responsibility of
bringing them into the world and caring for them are usually prompted by selfish
motives and the result is that they suffer the penalty of selfishness throughout
eternity there is no excuse for members of our church adopting the custom of the
world to either limit the size of the family or have none at all

taught than they

we have been better

the desire to gain an exaltation in the celestial kingdom should

prompt us to take advantage of every opportunity and one opportunity for
happiness there is the association with the children the lord offers us to be our
eternal companions

the gospel teaches that our happiness depends largely

upon our posterity which being true should inspire us to desire a large and

honorable family of children

when we go from this sphere of existence we will

not take any of the wealth of this world that we have been stewards over it is only
born to us under the new and
loaned to us for our development but the children bom
everlasting covenant are ours for eternity and no one can take them from us they

39

are a gift of a loving heavenly father to us and our happiness here and hereafter will

be greatly enhanced by their companionship and love

ap
birth control 1917 pp

72
73
7273

in spite of the churchs emphasis on families and although the three articles strongly
46
4611

1.1

discouraged birth control david 0 mckay offered the tempering
tempertng warning that in all

things

dhe mothers health should be guarded
ahe
the

birth control

1916a p 367

ajernal
M
maternal
aternal health
emphasized the importance of motherhood
society magazine
the relief 5gqietvm
a

making the

issue of maternal health the most frequently appearing subject with a womens health
theme see table 3 entries that contained any mention of maternal health were included
in this category see table 4

the relief societys ability to effectively promote maternal health was not well
developed until after 1918 in that year wheat that had been painstakingly stored by
members of the relief society since 1876 was sold to the government for the needs

brought on by world war 1I in the october 1919 issue of the R
h f society
relief
&iety
biety
magazine church leader james E talmage presented his perception of the relief

societys wheat gathering efforts and of the wheat sale the article said that mormon
women having gathered 205528 bushels of wheat
a

felt that the time had come for them to use their precious savings of more than

60 years through the presidency of the mormon church every pound of this
wheat was tendered to and accepted by the united states food administration for

the use of the starving women and children among our allies and for the use of our
soldiers and sailors in the army and navy of the united states

talmage 1919

p566

the wheat sale eventually led to fruitful efforts by mormon women in behalf of their
ef society
childbearing sisters in 1922 three years after the wheat sale the relief
societv
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table 4

womos
womes
aomos health
holth theme

breakdown of mg
maternal
ernal health entries

entry
ena type
articles

lessons

ads

speeches

reports

TOTAL

WheatF
wheat
fund
wheatfimd

2

0

2

11

1

16

sheppard

1I

1

1

14

10

27

10

2

4

21

49

86

13

3

7

46

60

129

CATEGORY

imd

towner
maternal
health
eral

TOTAL

magazine reported that the society was authorized to use the funds from the wheat trust
to support maternal health programs
president clarissa smith williams called attention to the fact that this is the first
time consent has ever been given by the general authorities to use the interest on the
wheat for any purpose in her opinion the turning over of this wheat interest to be
used in fostering motherhood is as great a mission as the original mission for grain
storing

lyman 1922a p 341

sheppard towner act
further the magazine reported that the passage of the federal sheppardtowner
in 1922 had provided additional funds for maternity care

maternity bill 1922

with

monies obtained from these two sources the relief society set up clinics and hospitals
for maternity care in several mormon communities in addition at the recommendation

of the general board each local relief society began to establish maternity chests and
bundles and infant layettes
layettes which contained items that a mother and a baby might need
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in 1924 based on a plan that had been proposed at the previous relief society
conference lyman 1923b the general board outlined appropriate items for these
chests and bundles but suggested that each locality tailor the list to their own needs

recommendations OF 1924

these recommendations were so detailed that the

organization of the chest itself which was designed by the bureau of child hygiene
was diagrammed in the magazine
in&
by 1925 according to the re
hief society magazine
a ina
relief

13 health centers had been

established throughout the church 13 stakes had maternity chests 20 stakes had
maternity bundles and 599 wards had some provision for health and maternity work in

the form of clinics chests bundles or layettes
layettes in addition three stakes assisted their
counties in paying for county or school nurses and some stakes and wards paid for
hospital care and provided clothing and equipment to hospitals

lyman 1925a

the dedication of the relief society to maternity care was so great that in some
cases local relief society organizations started their own maternity hospitals reports

of two of these ventures originally given at relief society conference appeared in the
december 1925 issue of the relief soc
magazlq one of these facilities was
societyy magazine
founded by the cottonwood utah stake relief society the other was set up by the

oneida idaho stake relief society
in one address amanda N bagley president of the cottonwood stake described
the operation of the cottonwood stake maternity hospital mothers who delivered at the
hospital were charged 40 for a two week stay

jed
coverjed
coversed
that fee cover
led everything in the
covered

hospital including the operating table all medicine unless there is a prescription by the

doctor the use of a babys layette and the babys laundry

lyman 1925b p 636

mrs bagley expressed her belief that care at the hospital was more cost effective than
hour nursing care
having a trained nurse in attendance in ones home in addition 24
24hour
which was not available in the home was provided for mother and infant at the hospital
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while the cottonwood stake had opened a maternity hospital nellie P head
president of the oneida stake reported that her stake had established a maternity bed
which was not a conventional hospital but a room equipped by the stake for maternity

purposes in the home of a practical nurse

lyman 1925b p 637 this facility

charged 30 per week per patient which included the board the laundry the medicine
use of the delivery table and everything but the doctors fee

lyman 1925b p 638

each of these stake relief society presidents reported that physicians offered a
discount to women who delivered their babies in these relief society facilities rather than
in their homes nevertheless each stake president recognized that some of their sisters

preferred to remain in their homes

the relief society magazine did not offer further information about the success of
these maternity homes these ventures seemed to have evolved outside the direct

oversight of the general board
the general board does not feel that it can giveany
give any specific advice in regard to
giveans
maternity homes and their management from the fact that we might give instructions
which we would think perfectly suitable but which could not be carried out at all in

your particular districts but no matter where a maternity home might be
hospital registered nurse should be in charge of the work under the
established a hospitalregistered
direction of the stake or ward president who would be the direct head lyman

1924cp319

the oneida maternity bed was operated by a practical nurse
the advice of the general board

apparently a departure from

Ma&azm e did not describe the
the relief society magazine

qualifications of the cottonwood hospital nurses amanda bagley described them only

as two of the best nurses in the state

lyman 1925b

p 635

in addition to reporting stake and ward innovations in providing maternity health
care the relief society magazine
maeggine published additional information relevant to expectant

43

mothers

for example the magazine reviewed a book on maternal health written by a

utah physician W E hunter book review

1928

it also published an article that

promoted the latter
day saints hospitals maternity ward as the facility where nearly an
latterday

entire floor was devoted to mothers and babies

snow 1930

in still another

instance an article written by a registered nurse gave advice on prenatal care which
included admonitions to avoid eating for two and to abandon high heels it also

asserted that there was no reason
morning sickness

except on some occasions for the old bugbear

it may be caused by several conditions and can generally be

alleviated by your doctor if not entirely eliminated

richan 1930 p 492

in addition to these items three articles specifically addressed the nutritional needs

of expectant mothers only one of these articles appeared before the maternity program
began in 1922

mothers condition 1916 the two remaining articles were part of

the 1925 series on nutrition written by jean cox mothers were taught the importance of

eating foods that could provide calcium phosphorus and iron cox 1925c

they were

also taught that emotional upset could disrupt normal digestive processes finally the
caloric requirements of mothers and infants were outlined cox 1925b

map
program
of
embraced
glimpse
heartily
mae
provided
eikf
a
a
of
magazine
society
azine
relief
the R
societv
iff
the relief society mormon mothers benefitted
bene fitted from the programs that grew out of the

towner act and the sale of relief society wheat in 1930 annie wells
sheppard
sheppardtowner
cannon summarized the value of the wheat trust

when the world war came and the wheat was needed and called for you were
ready to hand it over to the government to feed the army and the hungry

the

golden kernels were not lost to us but value received from the government the
interest of which you now may use in promoting health programs for the

encouragement of motherhood and the relief of the afflicted cannon 1930 p
334
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childrens health
while the health of women was a subject regularly discussed in the R
relief society
magazine the health children was another frequent topic any item that addressed a
health topic in relationship to children was included in the category of childrens health
see table 5

these entries were found at least yearly in the relief society magazine

from 1914 through 1930 the heaviest concentration of entries appeared from the end of
1925 through the end of 1930 when the relief

focused on child hygiene

societys monthly social service lessons

A november 1926 announcement described the relief

societys interest in childrens health
child hygiene is one of the newest and most fascinating studies that is occupying
thought at the present time it is of paramount importancein
importance in the proper rearing of
children and for this reason it should be a topic of surpassing interest to all the

mothers of our organization

lessons for january 1926 p 581

the entries about childrens health covered a wide range of topics

including physical

health psychosocial health nutrition adolescence and childrens health programs
phvsicajh
th
physical health

the relief Ssociety magazines entries about physical health were based on the belief that
the most important phase of child development is the physical
6711
1925 p 67

physical problems

the Rrelief
&1if society magazine nnoted that children with physical problems

faced many challenges in childhood and in adulthood therefore it published many
lessons that taught mormon mothers how to avoid preventable physical health problems

the relief society
s&ietv magazine utilized data derived from medical research to illustrate
the magnitude of physical afflictions among american children in 1925 it reported that

a study of 20000000 school children in the united states had revealed hat 75 percent
were afflicted with a physical defect of some kind these defects included tuberculosis
adenoids mental defects deformed
defective hearing defective sight diseased tonsils or adenoids
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table 5
tabie

enfty
catger and enaty
childrens hgglth thgme
thame by catgem

entry
entrv type
CATEGORY

articles

lessons

ads

speeches
hes

reports

TOTAL

physical
health

4

18

1

4

1

28

intellectual

2

Q
10

0

1

i

0

13

emotional

1

13

0

2

0

16

social

1

7

0

0

0

8

nutrition

19

15

0

6

3

43

adolescence

3

4

0

0

0

7

health
programs
stake reports

6

3

6

15

77

107

TOTAL

36

70

7

28

81

222

psychosocial
health

feet spine or joints defective teeth and malnutrition

physical problems 1925

ligf
other ailments recognized by the R
relief
liaf society magazine included hypo and

bedwetting rickets and tuberculosis
hyperthyroidism bedwetting

problems

1926

child welfare 1926 physical

46

in spite of the variety of physical problems presented by the re
relief
ild society
iid
lid

mar
magazine
Mae
azine communicable childhood diseases were infrequently discussed A rare item
marazine
was a 1914 lesson that delineated the deleterious effects of measles smallpox scarlet

fever and meningitis on a childs ears nose and throat

august health 1914

aside

from this example the only childhood disease mentioned with any regularity was
tuberculosis and its mention was usually confined to the december issues of the
magazine when donations for treatment and prevention programs were solicited through
the christmas seals program in 1929 childhood tuberculosis was discussed in some
detail kleinschmidt 1929 but information about other othercommunicable
communicable childhood

diseases was rare

psychosocial health

although the physical health of children was a concern expressed in the relief
magazine
society Mn
azine emotional mental and social health topics were also found in the
magazine lessons about psychosocial health began to appear 1924 and consisted of
instruction about intellectual development social integration and emotional health

the lessons taught mothers the norms of psychosocial development and provided
guidelines for appropriate parenting

are not merely small adults

for example

the women were taught that children

and that while a childs energies and impulses often

cannot be suppressed they can be guided to expression on a higher plane in addition
punishment was described as a dubious method of dealing with conduct problems

the child study

9

1928 pp
574 575
ap 574575

other relief 5society
991ay
9y magazine lessons about psychosocial health dealt with the
subject of intellectual development A lengthy 1924 article about intellectual development
Bj amason an
bjarnason
and intelligence testing provided guidelines and information in it lofter bjamason

assistant professor of elementary education at the university of utah chronicled the
development of standardized intelligence tests extolled their benefits and gave a
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synopsis of the 1911 adaptation of alfredbinets
amason 1924
bjamason
alfred binets IQ test Bj
aifred

the

professor argued that mentality tests enabled a teacher to tailor a childs education to his
individual capabilities Bj
bjarnason
amason said

the traditional A

B C D marking system is

gradually being supplanted by a more definite and accurate system of evaluating the

results of instruction

the tendency is to make teaching not only an art but a science p

567

other lessons on psychosocial health included a 1926 series about emotional health
and social development

the magazine explained the relief societys interest in

psychosocial health
psychosocialhealth

the past discussions have indicated that the development of an individual is affected
by his physical condition by the degree of his mentality and by his emotional
experiences

A child may be perfectly well physically may have normal

intelligence and have no serious emotional problems and yet be doomed to failure
and unhappiness

the barriers that keep him from growth and expression are not to

be found within his personality but in the environment in which he finds himself
placed

social problems

1927 p 156

nutrition
nutrition was another aspect of childrens health discussed regularly in the relief
sggiety magazine
society

the magazine addressed the nutritional needs of two distinct groups

the infant and the schoolage
school age child entries about infant nutrition included instruction

about breastfeeding bottle feeding the introduction of solid foods and weaning
aithough by
alth
agh
magazine authors strongly advocated breastfeeding although
rgh
&gietv maizgz
relieff society

the

1925

progress in the development of infant formula was reported cox 1925d

magazine offered
when the subject of weaning appeared the relief society magazine
consistent guidelines A 1917 lesson recommended that because breast milk is deficient
in iron infants be weaned between nine and twelve months of age the time at which a

48

babys tissue stores of iron become depleted correct nursing habits 1917
19259
1925

in

the nine to twelve month age range for weaning was reiterated cox 1925a

in

addition it was recommended that weaning twe
pernod
period
take
od of time
tae place slowly over a pen

cox 1925a believed that the change from mothers milk to whole cows milk should
stretch over two or three months to prevent the child from becoming ill or losing weight

she said each variation in the childs diet should be looked upon as an intelligent
experiment and the results should not be confused by attempting more than one slight
variation at one time

cox 1925a p 189

guidelines about advancing a babys dietstressed
diet stressed the importance of choosing a wide
variety of nutritious and easily digestible foods cox 1925a health malnutrition
1920

home economics 1917 introduction

of solid

1917

this concept was

illustrated bya
by a 1917 statement mothers must not feel that because their babies get fat

and look well on high carbohydrate foods that they are well invariably defects in
development can be found

home economics

we get a onesided
one sided food
one sided development from a onesided

1917 p 119

clety magazines concern with balanced nutrition was not limited to
&e
society
ilef so
lief
relief
the ae
infants

the magazine also provided information

for the feeding of older children and

school aged children
urged mormon mothers to diligently attend to the diet of their schoolaged

care of the diet should not cease with the first few years of a childs life

it is a

grave mistake to relax the vigilant care of the childs food leaving him more or less
to his own devices in regard to the food he selects

food for school 1917 p

238

many of the lessons and articles in the relief society magazine
maaaz e recommended appropriate
maasz
foods for the active school age child and provided calorie guidelines and height and

weight tables by which each mother could determine the adequacy of her childs diet
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although the relief society magazine advocated a well balanced diet there was one
particular food that received pointed mention

at the june 1922 general relief society

conference mormon women were reminded that the commissioner of agriculture AA
hinckley had urged mormon families to increase their consumption of milk and dairy
products

utah was one of the four states out of 48 where only 50 per cent of the children

used milk women were urged to support commissioner hinckley in his
campaign for increased production and consumption of these dairy products utahs
standard is now one quart per day for every child and every grown
up should help
grownup
to establish and maintain this standard

lyman 1922a p 340

the state health commissioner also addressed a 1926 relief society conference about
the link between milk and good health when he reminded relief society members that
sic
skimmed milk deprived children of essential nutriments and vitamines
vita mines si
vitamins

lyman

1926 p 634

the necessity of dairy products did not receive exclusive attention

the importance of

magazine
squit
sqcittY magu
breast milk was also discussed by relief society
ine in 1925 the magazine
tai had paid mothers to provide
reported that a program at long island college hospital
ho spi tal

breast milk to sick infants

the infant of each milk donor was weighed regularly to

ensure that it was not being deprived of nourishment and the donated milk was
distributed to sick and destitute babies according to the article most mothers could
wasa
wasj
supply about one other baby as well as their own occasionally a woman was
wasi found
1

who could supply her own and two other babies

mothers milk 1925 p 2211

milk promoting mission was explicitly
the relief societys milkpromoting

glie
stated by the R
cilc
relief

society magazine in 1925
a

if babies are to be saved they must have proper milk in proper quantities for

their sustenance

the relief society has exerted itself in a strenuous manner to have
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all mothers acquainted with this fact and wherever babies are being deprived of

good milk in right quantities it is urged that steps be taken to supply these babies
1925 p 20
mothers milk 19259

with milk

the relief society magazine was able to provide information on nutrition because
the society had experts in their midst who authored articles on nutrition jean cox who
wrote 14 articles was the most prolific contributor to the magazine on the topic of

nutrition she had studied under the nations nutritional experts mary swartz rose and

sheinar of columbia university dr layfayette B mendell of yale
dr henry scheinar
E V mccollum of johns hopkins cox 1925c

and

dr

the relief society magazine gave

mormon women the opportunity to take advantage of the expertise of other relief society
members and served as a vehicle for disseminating up to date knowledge on the subject

of nutrition to mormon women throughout the church
mence
Adol
adolescence
wence

while the majority of the relief society magazines entries on the theme of
childrens health focused on the needs of infants and young children there were
adolescent
occasional entries about the health needs of the theadolescent

the magazine identified

physical and emotional separation from parents as the main task of adolescence and
advised mormon mothers to provide guidance to their children without stifling their
freedom mothers were reminded that a childs values and perceptions could be expected
hiss parents and that those differences would emerge as the child
to differ from those of hi

asserted his identity

this concept was illustrated with the following example

the majority of adolescent girls today use cosmetics in some form or other if
however the adolescent girl thirty years ago had used cosmetics as freely as does
her daughter today she would have been regarded as fast and more or less
immoral

and parents today are unconsciously applying the attitude of thirty years

ago to the situation as it exists today

the child study

1929 p 171
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further relief society women were reminded that if the child is to develop his own
personality he must have the apron strings loosened

miller 1928 p 429

this separation from parents according to the relief society magazine was a
necessary component of healthy sexual development

if the mother has left too many

emotional wrappings about the child during this period the adolescent boy or girl has
much difficulty in making healthy associations with individuals of the opposite sex

miller 1928 p 429 mothers were encouraged to openly teach their children about
sexuality and to avoid the extremes of sex education

the danger of silence and taboo

on the one hand and the too frequent and morbid discussion of the subject on the other
middle of the road position and an attitude of frankness are the best policies to
the middleoftheroad

pursue

the child study

1927 p 629

childrens health programs
rams
finally on the theme of childrens health the relief society magazine published
accounts of state national and relief society child health efforts

the child health work

of the relief society had a tremendous impact in the communities throughout the church

at the spring relief society conference of 1924

bishop john wells of the presiding

bishopric acknowledged that five hundred mormon children had been saved from death
in the preceding year as a result of the labors of this great body of women who

understand normal conditions of sanitation and health

17
lyman 1924c p 3317

relief society members were successful in their efforts in part because the relief
soc
aided
up to date instruction in the form of lessons for
provided
ided them with uptodate
society
jetv magazine prov
jelv
brov
instance the child health lessons that were taught from 1925 to 1929 were based on
information obtained from child health texts from 1925 to 1927 these lessons were
mie
childhood
challenge
hild hoo d from 1928 to
hildhoo
based on a text by dr ira S wile entitled 11g
ale
wlengge ofLC
the wie

1929 the lessons were derived from another text

and his needs
Ngt
hil nature
hll
the child his
th

general conference 1927 social service text 1927

the magazine indicated that
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these child health texts were chosen by a panel of health experts commissioned by the

relief society general board in a 1927 account of a relief society conference dr
arthur L beesley expressed appreciation to those assembled at the relief society
conference that he had been chosen to assist a committee in choosing a book appropriate

for the study of child health

general conference

1927

As important as education was the efforts of mormon women were not limited to

these monthly relief society lessons

magazine
azine supported other child
the relief society ma

health programs such as vacation camps for underprivileged children

the object of

these camps was to provide children with opportunities for exercise wholesome food

and outdoor activities

the childrens vacation

1929

summer outing 1930

vacation camps 1929
magazine
lne also endorsed state and national child health efforts in
ine
sociggy manz
the relief society
1

1918 clarissa smith williams commended the womans committee of the council of

defense for implementing educational programs designed to decrease infant mortality
19 aa
191
l8a
williams igi
8a

with the goal of saving 100000 babies the council had designated

1919 as childrens year

the councils child welfare department and the US

childrens bureau accomplished this goal by working through community groups such
as relief societies derr et ah
al 1992

1919 with a
the health effort began on april 661919

1918a
l8a national aspects
nationwide weighing and measuring program williams 19
laa
1919

pleasure was expressed by relief society
soc lely
magazine writers when private or
iely magazine
government organizations were active in efforts directed toward the improved health of
children its articles expressed the opinion that government bore an obligation to ensure

utah society for mental hygiene 1929
the welfare of children anderson 1929
1929utah

in

particular the relief society supported legislation against child labor and argued that

childrens health could not be preserved when they were being exploited by mills
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factories farms and mines

child labor 1924 legitimate child labor 1924

it

was apparent that the relief society had a great interest in childrens health because of the

large number and wide variety of entries found in the relief society magazine
azine on this

topic
public health

the final health theme that emerged from the relief society magazine was that of
public health see table 6

unlike the other themes identified in this study the theme of

public health did not revolve around a discrete segment of the mormon population

the

entries in this category contained information on a variety of topics applicable to a wide
range of people these entries informed

relief society magazine readers about a variety

emment and
government
of health issues and illustrated the involvement of mormon women in gov
community activities designed to enhance the health of their communities

feime
three
the ffime

hundred fiftyfive
fifty five items with a public health theme included entries about disease and
disability health preservation sanitation political activism social work and civic

involvement see table 6
disease
disabilities and di

gy magazine co
boci
contained
society
the relief soci
ntained
stained a variety of entries about diseases or
1

disabilities among
amona these items was one lesson about the occurrence and prevention of
physical and mental illness and one report about pneumonia

the remaining entries were

of two types those that discussed the principles of communicable disease and those that
discussed a specific disease entity or a particular handicap

society
the relief SQP
ity magazine

addressed the communicable diseases of influenza the common cold tuberculosis and
venereal disease

the noncommunicable entities discussed by the magazine were goiter

mental illnesses and disabilities
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gmmunigable
dimeg
C
g
communicable diseg
disease
discussed in 10 articles

es of communicable diseases were
the general principles
pnnipl

the work of scientists

particularly that of louis pasteur was

praised for its contribution to disease prevention
1louls
louis
he louis
ouis pasteur

certainly pointed the way that has led up to the present advancecd
cd
advance

sic position of medical science and while there are hundreds of names of eminent

men who have done much to bring medicine out of the realm of uncertainty and

empyricism
empyncism
empiricism sic to the pinnacle of true spence
science
s6ence where it sits today a shining

table 6
public be
entry
tyne91
health
try type
mth theme by category and en

entry type
type
CATEGORY

articles

lessons

ads

speeches
SP
dehes
2ehes

reports

TOTAL

public health
general

2

1

0

2

5

10

0

1

0

0

0

1

infectious

6

4

0

0

0

10

influenza

2

0

0

3

9

14

common
cold

2

0

0

0

0

2

pneumonia

0

0

0

0

1

1

tuberculosis
venema
venereal
disease

0

0

8

1

0

9

0

1

0

1

0

2

goiter

4

0

0

1

0

5

mental health

3

4

0

6

0

13

disabilities

2

1

0

2

2

7

disease
general

table continues
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table 6 continued
public health theme by
tyre
bv category and entry type

entry
atry type
speeches
sp
beches
eeches

reports

TOTAL

1

5

0

20

1

0

2

0

3

1

2

0

0

0

3

0

1

0

3

0

4

1

2

0

0

0

3

hygiene

4

2

0

0

0

6

nutrition
word of
wisdom

30

4

0

5

0

39

15

4

6

3

10

38

6

8

0

9

7

30

5

4

2

4

1

16

2

3

1

10

16

32

5

0

0

3

1

.9
9
19

5

0

0

0

5

to

5

0

2

6

45

58

117

50

20

66

102

355

articles

lessons

ads

7

7

rest

0

eme
FAe
reise
exercise

CATEGORY

health
presed
presei vation
preservation

general
fW
genf

recreation

fresh air

sanitation
piles
plies
flies
files
social work
political

activism

civic
involvement

red cross
TOTAL

1
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monument should be erected to the names of harvey jenner lister and among the
long list of illustrious men that have followed down to the present none shine

brighter than that of louis pasteur wilcox 1916 p 413
in all articles about communicable disease the emphasis of the relief society

mag
magazine was on disease prevention for example a 1920 article reminded magazine
readers that communicable disease is preventable disease and that the means of
prevention are

1

personal hygiene 2 sanitation 3 isolation and 4 vaccination

health 1920 p 679
in 1924 by

the importance of isolation or quarantine was reviewed again

dr jane skolfield when she urged women to cooperate with regulations

imposed by health officials skolfield 1924

society
aside from providing general guidelines about infectious disease the relief socig
socia
magazine focused on four particular communicable diseases influenza the common
cold tuberculosis and venereal disease

the topic of influenza was treated

14 times

these entries were concentrated in the years of 1919 and 1920 a period of profound
epidemic in january of 1919 the magazine reported that deaths from influenza in the
1918 were practically double the number of american
301918
united states up to november 30

soldiers killed in the war in europe

anderson
andersen 1919a p 46

in an effort to combat

the epidemic physicians had advocated the use of masks for protection but had
discovered that they and attempts at vaccination were ineffective anderson
andersen 1919a
1919b

concern over the influenza epidemic was great enough to lead to its discussion in
both 1919 relief society conferences it had also postponed the annual general
conference of the church that year

gems from 1919

at the spring relief society

conference nurse lillian richards had urged her sisters to avoid disease by abiding by
all prophylactic measures advocated by the state board of health and by following the
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advice of scientists and doctors of today who have spent their lives in medical
research

gates 1919 ap
pp 456
457
456457

when the epidemic was addressed at the fall conference clarissa smith williams
acknowledged its impact on

relief society work and dr george A middleton suggested

strategies for its prevention and treatment

dr middleton exhorted his listeners to

make

every effort to keep themselves physically fit by having an abundance of fresh air by
eating proper food and by avoiding fatigue

lyman 1919 p 694

for those who

provided care to the afflicted the doctor suggested putting the patient to bed giving him
plenty of rest and quiet and an abundance of fresh air p 694

in contrast to the entries about influenza a less serious illness the common cold
was discussed only twice in the
1923

magazine once in
relief society ma

1915 and once in

the first article suggested a variety of home remedies it recommended for

instance that a cold sufferer take the juice of half a lemon in a glass of water soak the
feet in hot water and put a cloth wrung out of cold water about the neck and cover with

a dry cloth

if there is a cough eat dry salt freely baggarley

1915a p 253

the

emst
Q
second article reprinted from the literary
imst in 1923 offered far different advice
digest
&
i
li1efm
ffm
4

dont sneeze or cough without covering the mouth and nose dont share eating or
drinking utensils with anyone who has a cold dont shake hands with anyone while
afflicted with a cold and dont eat without first washing the hands hastings 1923

map
mae
Sofig
azine tuberculosis was the
magazine
ty
society
another disease discussed by the R
relief
marazine
chef
lhef
subject of eight advertisements and one speech

the advertisements were christmastime

entries that typically exhorted relief society members to assist the fight against
tuberculosis by purchasing christmas seals an important source of revenue for the
prevention and treatment of the disease

back in those dark daysbefore
days before the christmas seal came there was no place in
the entire country where a person suffering with tuberculosis could be taken to be
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cared for hard to believe that there was no such thing as a chest clinic for the
early discovery of the disease that a public health nurse was a bein
being9 practically
unknown hard to realize that people generally did not know that tuberculosis can
be cured that tuberculosis can be prevented

the christmas seal has done
your 1926 opportunity

much to educate the people against this dread disease
19269
1926

p 608

the only entry about tuberculosis that was not an advertisement was a reprint of a
speech given by adaline A buffington 1924 before the utah public health

association buffington attributed the high incidence of tuberculosis to the conditions of
ill
poverty which included damp and illventilated
ventilated houses

poor food not enough food

wrong food ill
work or work under
illcooked
overwork
cooked food and fatigue resulting from over

poor conditions

p 577

buffington strongly advocated the establishment of tubercular sanatoria and pleaded
for an increased contingent of public health nurses she said
whole difficulty seems to me to lie in education

the only remedy for the

we need to educate our public to the

fact that we have the disease in our midst that it is a problem which we must solve and

that to solve it we need resources

buffington 1924 p580

glip f society magazine
alip
hough
relief
magadi tthough
magazi
the last communicable disease addressed in the R
briefly was venereal disease in 1919 judge hugo B anderson of the juvenile court
discussed venereal disease at the fall relief society conference

he urged parents to

properly discipline and guide their children hie
he said in the past month three cases of
immorality have occurred

while the girls were left unchaperoned and the parents were

upstairs asleep lyman 1919 p 695

A 1922 lesson described the magnitude of this

health problem

we are informed that during one year

1919 there were more human beings injured

and killed from venereal diseases than the united states lost during the entire war in
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france when we realize that a large proportion of these who are thus made to
suffer are innocent victims it seems doubly important that we take every precaution
to protect our homes one of the best ways to do this is to inform our sons and
daughters of the nature and consequences of these diseases we do not want our
innocent daughters to become sterile our grandchildren
before or at
grand children to be destroyed
destroyedbefore
birth or to be bom
born blind and helpless

to avoid these things

we must candidly

inform our sons and daughters of the danger of intimate and free associations with
men and women whose lives and character they know very little about

we do not

exaggerate when we say that more suffering after marriage results from ignorance
carelessness and sin before marriage sill than from any other cause

education

health

1922 pp
117
116117
ap 116

non
commun
comman iobi e &u5ea
diseases un
ilke the four diseases presented above the other
like
noncommunicable
unlike
illnesses presented in the relief boci
society
sociM magazine were not infectious entities mental

illness crippling injuries blindness and deafness

various aspects of mental health were discussed in the magazine in particular it
expressed concern for children and adults who were feeble minded or who were
mentally ill and outlined the responsibility of the state in providing care for them amy

brown lyman a member of the relief society general board was involved legislative
chanlyed
ed
changed
efforts in behalf of the mentally ill and the feeble minded in part her influence chanLy
di state hospital lyman 1923a and
the name of the state mental hospital to the utt
utah

established the utah state
feeble minded lyman 1930
training school for the feebleminded
statetraining
ty magazine
mugging attributed mental illness to stress overwork
society
the relief 5p&i

and

unstable families therefore the magazine carried speeches and lessons that encouraged
parents to provide a stable home life and to teach their children how to cope with lifes

challenges lyman 1927

social service 1925

in addition a 1930 series of social

service lessons based on the text influencing human behavior taught relief society

n
60
ou
41

members about the components of personality and introduced them to theories of
behavior modification

unlike mental illness the problem of feeblemindedness
feeble mindedness was not attributed to
stressful living conditions

amy brown lyman described the nature of the problem in

1930

regarding feeble mindedness 1I should like to state that just a few of us are entirely
able bodied so most of us go through life more or less mentally handicapped

between the mental disability of which the possessor may never be conscious and
so called feeble mindedness there are all po
ssible
possible
isible gradations and all of us fit in
socalled

somewhere along the line psychiatrists tell us that
feeble minded person
called feebleminded
thataa so
socalled
differs from the normal person only in learning ability and that the principles of
mental hygiene apply to him just as they do to the rest of society that we all have the
same emotional problems

the aim of society is to assist the child of slow learning

ability to good personality development and to success

lyman 1930 p 23

A second noncommunicable health problem discussed by the relief society

mag
lne dealt with the issue of disabilities three types of handicaps were discussed
ine
magazine
crippling illnesses and injuries blindness and deafness
1
war
I had handicapped many
d
that
recognized
magazine
world
society
f
M
agazine
the relief
recognize
reile

both bradford explored the health
american men in a 1919 relief society conference beth
challenges presented by war injuries and described the government program that had

been designed to address the problems faced by returning soldiers

the rehabilitation of the disabled and handicapped soldier is one of the greatest
problems the country has ever faced

the whole world

today is doing what it can

to re
adjust the soldiers into the economic and social systems of peace times and the
readjust

rehabilitation of the disabled has become a world necessity

in january 1919

200000 of our men were disabled in hospitals here and overseas 3000 had lost
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limbs 110 were blinded and 5000 were suffering from tuberculosis and several
thousand were suffering from shell shock it is not true that these men will have to
hiving
beg for their living

the days for the hat holders

cup bearers and the man who

sells shoestrings
shoe strings on the streets are days of the past in june 1917 congress

unanimously passed a law called the voca
donai rehabilitation
donal
vocational

law under this law

was appointed a federal board whose duty it is to give to every disabled soldier
who is entitled to compensation all medical and surgical treatment necessary to

restore him to health and strength give him free training for the occupation best
suited to him then assist him in securing a position

the government has

accomplished wonders in restoring these maimed boys back to health and strength

450
pp 448
if not to normal activity gates 1919 ap
448450
inq
nggiquy
aggi
q1y mag
magazine
aside from the disabilities of soldiers the relief society
ine dealt briefly with
lne

two other disabilities blindness and deafness amy whipple evans devoted an entire
article to each problem

what utah is doing for the blind

and what utah does for

the deafy
deaf1
deaf these articles explained the programs available at the school for the blind and
at the school for the deaf each located in ogden utah

the school for the blind

provided youngsters with a general education arithmetic geography history and
other elementary subjects were taught by competent instructors
117

evans 1923b p

deaf students were also taught the basic subjects of geography arithmetic and

the history of utah

evans 1923a p 378 in addition to sign language and methods of

oral communication

relief society supported and
therelief
all of the articles about disabilities indicated that the
encouraged government and private ventures for the assistance of individuals with
disabilities

the relief society assisted the blind by encouraging

its members to donate

blinds and by urging them to patronize the
rags and stockings to the workshop for the blind

establishment which produced rugs couch covers and table runners lyman 1924b
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non infectious disease discussed by the relief sagi
sqgi
egiy
magazine
azine was
society
the last noninfectious
giy map
was

goiter a subject that was addressed only five times four of these entries were articles
that were written by physicians

sa
glety magazine
the relief
s9clety
belld society
mnazine
anazine did not explain its sudden

interest in thyroid disease but in 1923 the year before the goiter series appeared amy

brown lyman had reported that a 2000 appropriation bill for the study of goiter had
been defeated in the utah house of representatives she said that goiter was very

prevalent in some

communities and she expressed the hope that a future provision

by

would be made for prevention and treatment the disease lyman 1923a p 275
1924 the relief society Ma
gazing reported that utah and several other states were
magazine

making a survey for goitre
gaitre

wallace 1924 p 346

the magazine articles educated mormon women about normal thyroid function and
about the health consequences of thyroid disease three articles talked about goiter that
resulted from iodine deficiency but one identified two types of goiter
the ordinary one recognized by an enlargement just below and on either side of

pop eyed type
the adams apple and the popeyed

the former when well developed

sometimes causes the victim to be depressed and constantly nervous also to have

complex ions
completions
pasty faces dull eyes and ashy complexions

the second type of goiter

the

pop
eyed is usually accompanied by hot and cold flushes warm sweats rapid
popeyed
pulse and bulging eyes patients with this type have a high death rate and usually
must undergo a surgical operation if they recover fortunately only about two per
81
cent of the total goiter cases are of this more violent type butt 1928 p 81

the focus of the articles on thyroid disease was more on iodine deficiency than on
the pop
eyed type of thyroid dysfunction
popeyed

the importance of iodine to proper thyroid

function was emphasized but each author insisted that iodine treatment be administered

and regulated by a physician sears 1924 expressed this position

no one
letnoone
let noone

undertake selftreatment
self treatment for goiter by the use of iodine iodine in goiter is like a two
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edged sword and should be administered only by a competent physician after a careful
study in each case

p 250

wallace 1924 also discouraged dietary iodine

supplements
P

if you give mary brown ten milligrams of iodine you know that she has

received ten milligrams

if you put it into the public water supply

how much mary brown is going to drink

you do not know

if you put it into the salt supply which is

the method in use in switzerland you do not know how much salt she is going to
use p 347

the factors that precipitated the

articles on goiter were not delineated but the relief

society magazine brought this illness and all the conditions discussed above to the
attention of the members of the relief society

health preservation
A variety of items contained in the relief Ssociety
atty
jtty magazine emphasized preventative

health care 116 items discussed various aspects of health maintenance A 1914 article

expressed the importance properly caring for ones body
survive without the support of the physical being

spiritual life could not long

the development of body and soul

heart and mind is accomplished simultaneously if both are properly exercised

ethics 1914 p 9

home

moreover a 1915 article stated that poor health ordinarily makes

of a man a grouch a growl or a pessimist it fetters the individual and keeps his nose to
the grindstone and his eyes on the ground instead of on the stars
110

the

anney
arney
Bagg
ariey 1915b p
baggarley

i
health ma
smiely magazine
magazin offered advice about
maintenance
ntenance entries in the relief society

rest exercise recreation fresh air hygiene nutrition and the word of wisdom

the subjects of exercise and recreation were not mentioned frequently but their
benefits were recognized A 1925 article outlined the necessity of both exercise and

recreation exercise to keep every muscle in good working order and play for mental
relaxation

it asserted that anything that is of mental benefit is pretty sure to be of

AA
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physical help too for a happy contented mind can often buoy up a tired out body

wallis 1925 p 598
while the benefits of exercise and recreation were delineated the need for rest was
also acknowledged

everybody needs rest to keep his body engine running edison who claims he can
live on but a few hours sleep at night often rests on a couch at intervals during the
day when there has been a strain either mental or physical the body needs more

rest try going to bed earlier when the days toil has seemed particularly trying
mothers go to bed earlier when the children or housework have given you a
difficult day

the next days efficiency will be doubled wallis

1925 p 598

agazine scolded parents who jeopardized their health by ignoring their
magazine
furthermore the mneed for rest

too often a father or a mother will make unwise and unnecessary sacrifices of their
own health in order to carry on the ordinary home duties

this attitude of parents

toward their own bodies is sure not to stimulate in the minds of their children the
importance of health and moreover it will sooner or later render the parent less

efficient

physical efficiency

1922 pp
ap 58

in a similar vein the health hazard of becoming overwhelmed by family and church
responsibilities was the topic of a 1927 speech by jennie B knight

if we are carrying too heavy a load our health is bound to break

1I

would advise

it put
the sisters that if they are carrying too heavy a load to be relieved of a little of itput

it on to the shoulders of some other person who is not carrying quite such a heavy
load and do not break down your health because you cannot find happiness if your
health is gone lyman 1927 p 309
lne advocated another
ine
MA
in addition to rest and recreation the relief society magazine

component of good health fresh air mormon women were encouraged to open their
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windows at night no matter what the weather allen
allen 1919
alien
alien
ailen

july health

1914b

helps for health 1919

sleeping outdoors where an unlimited supply of fresh air was

available was considered superior to sleeping indoors even with good indoor ventilation

ailen 1919 out door sleeping 1924
allen
alien

in fact one article proposed that outdoor

sleeping increases the power to resist disease and greatly promotes physical vigor

endurance and working power

out door sleeping 1924 p

581

good hygiene was another health pre
aaion topic found in the magazine in
preserve
preserv
atlon
preservation
serv ation
pannicular
particular bathing was advocated as a method of preventing disease and promoting
particularbathing

physical vigor A 1914 lesson called the bath essential something that should be taken
3

more with the idea of keeping clean than with the idea of getting clean

july health

the baths advocated by the magazine were of two kinds

warm and cold

1914a p 6

warm baths are more for cleansing while cold baths are for purposes of stimulation
p 6

A warm bath is good for nervousness or sleeplessness a cold one is a bracing

tonic that beats tea coffee and drugs a mile

baggarley 1915d p 328

mae
an excerpt from a reliefsociety map
az ine
lne biography of eliza R snow
magazine

provided

fresh
anecdotal support to the belief that cold baths and fi
esh air had healing properties
first in what was known as the old log row and there lay upon
eliza snow lived
livedfirst

a bed of suffering for a number of years she had consumption and nearly coughed
ller lungs and life away
iler
tier
and spit her

sister snow came across a book of dr dio

lewiss recommending daily cold baths and plenty of fresh air she immediately
bed room on a winter
adopted this regime and those who sometimes peeped into her bedroom
morning would find a wooden tub full of water with a thin coating of ice on it before

her bed all ready to used for a morning ablution sister snow never wholly
recovered from the irritating little cough which was the only result from her long
siege with consumption

the mother

1916 p 186
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the final aspect of health preservation encouraged by the re
affif
relief
ffif society magazine
revolved around adherence to the principles of good nutrition and obedience to the word

of wisdom the magazines publications about the nutrition of mothers and children
have been discussed previously but many other items about nutrition were applicable to

the general population of the church one of jean coxs 1925 articles explained
importance of good nutrition

perhaps some of you wonder why there is so much emphasis on the relation of
nutrition to health it is largely the result of the study of cause and effect there are
too many cases of illness of variouskinds
various kinds in which wrong diet has been a

contributing factor cox 1925e p 356
the components of a balanced diet which
relief society members were taught about thecomponents
included milk and dairy products and in accordance with word of wisdom doctrine
fruits and vegetables and small quantities of meat

the nutrition entries that were published during world war 1I were distinctive when
compared to other articles about nutrition

the dietary changes they advocated reflected

the recommendations of the food service administrations head herbert C hoover

he had requested housewives to give daily service to the war effort by preparing
wheatless and meatless meals and carefully using milk fats sugar and perishable foods

sgg
society magazine encouraged mormon
derr et al 1992 p 207 therefore the relief agg
women to increase their use of vegetables to grow a garden and to decrease their use of

meat A 1918 lesson which stated that peas beans nuts and wheat are important for
the protein which they contain and may be used in place of meat in the diet taught relief

society members how to substitute vegetables for meat meat substitutes
654

dinner

1918 p

A 1918 article proposed that two to three different vegetables be served at every

the health benefits these mealtime alterations were acknowledged our change
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in diet on account of the war will improve the american race we were eating too much
in volume and too rich in quality

hyde 1918 p 515

mapa
maea
frequently the relief society maga
magazine recognized
recoenized that the scientifically acquired

knowledge of nutrition paralleled the revealedknowledge
revealed knowledge found in the word of wisdom

the word of wisdom counsels us to eat grains

vegetables and a little meat these

requirements are very much in accord with the present scientific teaching in nutrition

cox 1925e p 356

however few of the word of wisdom entries addressed

nutritional principles instead the prohibitions against and health dangers of tobacco
alcohol and stimulants were recited nine of the 38 word of wisdomentries
wisdom entries encouraged

relief society members to participate in groups that worked to prohibit the sale and use
of alcohol and tobacco

the relationship of the word of wisdom to health was promoted by the editor of the
glkf
R
relief
laf society magazine

scaw
scarns article
the magazine reprinted an early times and
wA seasons

written by hyrum smith in which the patriarch asked

why is it that we are so dull and

languid it is because we break the word of wisdom that disease preys upon our
systems

smith 1915 p 492

all of the entries on the theme of health preservation were designed to teach mormon
women how to prevent disease

magpging was
was a vehicle for educating
the relief society magazine

relief society women about the health preservation benefits of the word of wisdom
exercise rest good hygiene and balanced nutrition

sanitation

another public health topic found in the relief society magazine
magadi revolved around
magazi
the issue of sanitation

society
bui n in
bul
sari tv bulletin
the first article appeared in the relief sqri

1914

the last appeared in 1928

many of the entries in this category were about a fly extermination effort that was
fly campaign began
antifly
conducted by the relief society according to the magazine an anti
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in

hen a bounty of 10 cents a hundred and
when
salt lake city in the spring of 1914 w

a pint was offered for the pests stark 1914

15 cents

in 1915 the relief society magazine

reported that the fly campaign had resulted in the destruction of literally bushels of
flies

circular of instructions 1915 p 139

this

fly war continued in some form

for many years by 1928 mormon women were still receiving praise for their fly
extermination activities and encouragement to persist in their efforts ailen
allen 1928
alien
alien
nows the time 1928
now

in addition to these efforts the relief society magazine provided a glimpse of other
sanitation activities undertaken by mormon women

the sanitation entries that occurred

most frequently were relief societies social service lessons which encouraged home and

community cleanliness proper food handling and careful home canning later in
addition to the fly war

relief society women participated in another formal sanitation

program launched in 1927 this program entitled civic
tivic pride was introduced in

relief society conference by counselor louise Y robinson she encouraged relief
society members not only to join this community beautification movement but to enlist
others in the campaign

we ask that the relief society take the place in the community that the mother takes
in the home and that you appeal to the primary the boy scouts and other agencies

that you may put this work over in a real campaign A survey in delinquency was
made in one of the large cities recently and the captains of the police reported that
they found the most trouble with restless boys who lived in districts where there
were no trees or parks and where the streets were not kept up 1I believe if we could
get proper civic ideals before the boys and girls in an attractive way that they would

respond

children should not however be left to work alone

of everybody should be secured in civic work
1
2
21
pp
ap 20
2021
202

the cooperation

relief society conference

1927
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by the next relief society conference the women of the church were beginning to
realize the success of their sanitation campaign sister robinson remarked that from all

over the church we

had the most splendid reports of the civic pride work that the

women have begun in their stakes

lyman 1927 p 295

in 1928 sister robinson

exclaimed while the general board always knows that the women in the stakes are
faithful in doing anything that is asked of them they were entirely unprepared for the

excellent results that have been realized from our teachers topics on civic pride

the reports are wonderful

1I

wish we had room in the magazine for them

allen
alien
allen
alien
ailen

1928 p 25

soc
sorjal
social
dal work
dai

the relief
belld society magazine showed that the relief society participated in other
community health efforts in its quest to promote public health the relief society
embraced social work amy brown lyman a member of the magazines editorial staff
and a member of the general relief society presidency was instrumental in introducing
the relief society to the principles of social service

her involvement in social welfare

began during world war 1I in january of 1919 when the relief society organized a
social service department and named lyman as its director throughout the 1920s this

department served as a center which cooperated with other private and public welfare
agencies in the interest of needy LDS families

blumell 1979 p 96

59giety magazines entries about social work may be numerous enough
the relief society
to warrant a study of their own

for this study however only 32 items that made a

direct connection between social work and health were extracted

the first of those was

amy brown lymans 1919 report of the national conference of social work lyman
1919

then the stated health goal of social work was the improvement of public health

physicsd emotional and social illnesses
physict
through the prevention and treatment of physical
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mormon women heartily embraced social work

M
lne
agaz ine
i
the relief Ssociety
N M magazine

contained accounts of the participation of relief society leaders in state and national
social work conferences

the leaders not only attended conferences but they also

conducted social work seminars of their own in which they disseminated their
knowledge of social work to relief society members that resided in rural church
communities lyman 1928a

stake reports attested to the fact that seminar attendees

carried their newly gained knowledge of social work home and implemented its
principles in their communities
political
Poli
fimi
fiol activity

their concern for public health and their involvement in social work drew mormon
women into the political arena

map
R
azine provided evidence that in
society
magazine
relief
the iff
ikf

politics as in social work amy brown lyman was a conspicuous example As
chairman of the health committee in the utah house of representatives she introduced

and sponsored the sheppardtowner
sheppard towner act which allowed utah to benefit from the
maternal and child health provisions of the federal sheppardtowner
sheppard towner act

at a 1923

relief society conference lyman 1923a reported that through those provisions the
state of utah had available for maternity welfare work
1923a p 273

221000
1000 a year

lyman

she also reported that the legislature had passed a bill that changed the

name of the state mental hospital to the utah state hospital the idea was to eliminate
patients admitted to the institution it is very
the term which specified the type of patientsadmitted
regrettable that there seems to be a stigma attached to mental diseases for which human

beings are no more responsible than they are for physical ailments

p 273

amy brown lyman was a model of political responsibility an attribute that the
R
relief
Magazing encouraged through plea and example
lkf
laf society magazine

the magazine published

sketches of eleven politically active mormon women see appendix B

these women

provided an example of the necessity propriety and ability of women to become involved
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in policy making and to exercise their newly restored rights of suffrage

the political

responsibility of mormon women was explicitly outlined in two speeches one example
was janette A hydes address at the april 1923

relief society conference

through the recent activity of women much valuable legislation has been secured
but more legislation is needed in the interest of women and children consequently it
becomes not only the privilege but the duty of every woman to support and initiate
measures which have for their object the amelioration of human conditions lyman
1923a p 309
1923ap309

dr hugh woodwards

1924 article echoed mrs

hydes belief that women were

essential to the political process and that they possessed a perspective that was vital to
health policy reform woodward 1924

janette hyde described it succinctly

you

same 1I shall only answer
may ask would not the men in the legislature have done the samet
you by asking

past
mastt
have they done it in the pastt

309
308309
lyman 1923a p 308

involvement
volvement
voi
civic M
volvement
solvement
As an extension of their political activity mormon women were involved in several
civic organizations these included the utah public health association the national

council of women the international council of women and the red cross
hief
magazine
fief society Maii
mail
azine revealed that mormon women were not only members
relief
the &
maiiazine

1zations in 1922 amy brown lyman
organizations
but very active participants in these civic organ

reported that the relief society was a charter member second in seniority in the national

council of women lyman 1922c

another example of active civic involvement was a

1930 report of amy lymans
ly mans participation in a meeting of the western branch of the

american public healthassociation
health association at which she was elected to the organizations
regional board another word

1930

muali

e
society
sggigy
furthermore the rel
gigy magazine
&
rei
ie f Sg
relief
muazi

showed that mormon women did not confine their civic involvement to organizations

Widt soe the relief
located in the united states A 1930 entry reported that leah D widtsoe
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society president of the european mission had received an appointment as a delegate to
the british national council of women

british national

1930

although the relief society magazine often noted the civic accomplishments of
mormon women it also recognized the remarkable health care work of nonmormon
non mormon
women articles were written about kate waller barrett cannon 1925 valeria H

parker

dr valeria

1927 and mary E richmond evans 1929

each of these

women were involved in civic organizations that addressed health and social welfare
concerns

dr barrett and dr

parker were involved in the national council of women

mary richmond was recognized by the magazine as a pioneer in the field of social work
magazine
Zine acknowledged that the efforts of these women paralleled
the relief society Magg
and furthered the health and nursing goals of the relief society

of all its civic activities

the relief societys involvement with the red cross

affected the greatest number of mormon women and occupied the majority of entries in
this category

red cross entries were heavily concentrated in the world war 1I period of

1917 to 1919

the first article about the american red cross was a biography of clara barton
nurse who founded the organization

the

gates
young
susa
author
biographys
the

remarked that several prominent utah women had become acquainted with clara barton

at a 1902 meeting of the national council of women and had later visited in her home
nurse founder of the
red cross may have fueled the
thered
this personal relationship with the nursefounder

relief societys interest in its work gates

1917

societyy magazine published guidelines for the involvement of
in 1917 the relief boci
5oci
mormon women in the red cross that illustrated the societys efforts to cooperate with
other organizations while maintaining the identity of relief society

some of our members are desirous of assisting with red cross work and inquiries
have come to the office with regard to it

the general board has delayed making
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definite recommendations in this matter until a plan could be devised whereby relief

society women who desire to take up red cross work may do so in relief society
groups and be known as relief society

red cross workers

thus maintaining the

10
ization
tion lyman 1917 p 5510
organization
identity of the relief society organ
iza

according to published recommendations from the general board relief society
groups worked directly with county

red cross chapters and red cross work was done

at relief society work and business meetings lyman 1917

this work included

making knitted goods hospital garments and surgical dressings and raising money for

the red cross evidence of the zeal of local relief societies in red cross work was
blushed which depicted mormon
found in the photographs the relief
blished
published
eilef society magazine pu
ellef
elief

red cross workers

marching in parades dressed in red cross uniforms williams &

lyman 1919
through the red cross mormon relief society women were organized in their
desire to contribute to the health challenges brought on by world war 1I though the

society magazines red cross entries were most numerous during the war years
relief sniaymaazines
the relief society continued its affiliation with the red cross even after the war

evidenced by the occasional mention of red cross work after the wars end in 1919

for example

gukl
mukl

in 1930 the magazine announced that priscilla L evans a utah woman

had been elected to chair a session of the ninth annual red cross convention the first
woman chosen to fill the position

the magazine

1930

the relief society magazine

showed that the goals of national service organizations were compatible with the health

and service goals of the relief society and that relief society members were active and
vital participants in those organizations

CHAPTER 111
III
lil

discussion

content analysis of the
relief society magazine from 1914 through 1930 revealed
therelief
that health work was important function of the relief society particularly in the early

part of this century according to amy brown lyman the relief society participated in
a wave of humanitarian sympathy and scientific inquiry which had gradually spread

rva
iva

over the whole country creating a new interest in human beings

lyman 1945 p 60

caregiver
the magazine showed that mormon women assumed the role of nurse or caregiver
they bore the responsibility for meeting the health care needs of the members of their

community they were most active in addressing the health care needs of women and
children

ntedly
the specific health needs of the men of the community were not pointedly
poinotedly
pol

addressed the topic was only peripherally treated in public health entries that were
applicable to the population in general perhaps mormon women had a greater sense of
ithat
stewardship for other women and for children ithac
that led to the abundance of health entries

that related to those groups

analysis of the relief sqgjejymggazine
society magazine revealed five themes that demonstrated in
interest of mormon women in nursing and health care nursing faith healing womens
health childrens health and public health some of these themes pervaded the entire
study period but others were more concentrated at certain time periods

for example

nursing entries appeared frequently before 1924 but after the relief society school for

nurses aids was closed that year entries about nursing became infrequent in the area

of womens health the topic of maternal health programs did not appear regularly until
after 1922 the year when funds from the wheat trust were released for health work and

sheppard towner act made monies available in
the year in which the provisions of the sheppardtowner

utah finally the theme of faith healing which consisted of only five entries was not
found in the magazine after 1919
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in contrast childrens health and public health topics were found throughout the 17
year study period although certain aspects of these themes were prominent at various
times

for example lessons about childrens health were found most often after

1925

entries about the involvement of the relief society in red cross work were found

primarily in the world war 1I period and reports regarding social work were found after
1919

entries from the magazine indicated that the relief society operated all its welfare
work including its health efforts with the bellef
belief
befit
belitf that organized relief was more beneficial
than indiscriminate giving and that education and prevention were far more effective than

activities aimed only at cure and palliation much of the health advice found in the relief

mae
magazine
mapwine
society map
wine is applicable today because the focus was primarily on care not cure
and prevention not treatment
As the official voice of the relief society there were topics and issues that the relief

society
sniggy
sniggs magazine was not designed to address therefore we cannot gain a full historical
perspective of the nursing and health work of the 1914 to 1930 period

for example it

is from the studies of historians that one realizes
realizx
realizes that the sale of relief society wheat that

eventually led to the implementation of maternal health programs was made without the

knowledge or consent of the relief society leadership embry 1982

other documents

might also lend further insight into the scarcity of articles about faith healing

magazins brief treatment of the topic of faith healing was
the relief society magazines
curious since the exercise of faith on behalf of the sick has been an important feature of
the church historical works suggest that although women were allowed to perform
healing ordinances until 1946 there was some unrest in the church about the propriety

of this practice according to newell 1987 in 1913 relief society president
emmeline B wells acknowledged that some of the brethren of the church were
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uncomfortable with the practice of women giving blessings she expressed the hope that
the healing privilege would not be taken away from thefaithful
the faithful women of the church

alexander 1986 noted that many spiritual gifts were discouraged from open
expression by men and women in the early 1900s

except for personal religious

1IOUs manifestations to come within
experiences the church leadership clearly wanted relig
religious

recognized lines of priesthood authority and within doctrinally defensible limits p

296

it should not be surprising that points of disagreement over the wheat sale faith
healing or any other issue were not discussed in the 11
ilef society
lief
relief
societv magazine its

purpose was to inform relief society members about official health and nursing
programs and policies and to receive reports of the work done by local units it was not
designed to present a history and it only allows us to view nursing and health from one

point of view one cannot know from this one source the discussion or debate that
preceded the implementation of particular health programs

nor is one given insight into

programs that may have been adopted by the society only to fail in subsequent
application

in the 1914 to 1930 period the relief societys health and nursing efforts were
directed by three presidents emmeline B wells who was at the helm during the
operation of the relief society nursing schools and the initiation of red cross work

clarissa S williams a staunch advocate of nursing and maternal health programs and

louise Y robinson a diligent red cross worker and the author of civic pride the
community and home beautification program louise robinson would be called on to
lead the relief society through the difficult years of the depression

another influential leader in the area of health was amy brown lyman although
she would not become general president until 1940 she was the energizing force

behind many of the relief societys health interests and was prominent in politics social
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work and civic organizations she herself expressed her interest in the fields of child
health and mental hygiene lyman 1945

her work for maternity care through the

towner act and for the mentally ill and feeble
sheppard
minded in the naming of the
sheppardtowner
feebleminded
have been
utah state hospital and the establishment of the utah state training school havebeen
noted in addition to her leadership responsibilities in the social welfare movement in the

ross
national council of women and in the red cross

if as florence nightingale

1860 said every woman is a nurse pa
p3 the

relief

society
Soc
kly magazine showed that mormon women demonstrated flair for and commitment
in a
nursm
to the role although most relief society members did not participate in nursing
nursagin
gln

formal sense mormon women were nurses in
caregiving
the sense that they assumed a caregiving
inthe
caretaking role in their community

the relief society furthered its health efforts by

cooperating with government and civic agencies to accomplish common goals

alexander 1986 outlined the effectiveness of these cooperative efforts
cooperation between the relief society and public agencies produced in utah the
greatest reduction in the maternal death and infant mortality rates in the nation by
1931
1931

utah ranked with five other states in the lowest group

relief society

women made up the majority of members of the various health center committees

and

the cooperation of the society with the state was responsible for the success

of the maternity and infant work p

13
1311

in addition to revealing the health care and nursing activities of the relief society
mormon
women
the
eikf
character
glimpse
one
a
gives
of
of
the R
magazine
society
relief
mna4
iff
between 1914 and 1930

the image is of women who were sure of their role in the

church and in society these sisters realized that as women they had unique talents
that they were in a position to recognize the needs of their community and that they had
the ability to effect needed change

relief society women were imaginative in

fireless in their implementation of solutions
developing plans to address problems and tireless
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in addition to providing us with a glimpse of mormon women and the nursing and
health work in which they were involved this study showed that the relief soc
society

ma
magazine was a valuable method of communication between the leadership and
membership of the relief society it leads one to wonder if the men of the church had a
similar vehicle for disseminating information and receiving feedback from priesthood

quorums
quorums one also wonders if other religious womens groups communicated through
i gty magazine
an official publication similar to the R
society
magadi
relief soc
magazi

1991
clark iggi
1991 described the magazine as perhaps the single best barometer of the
oark
dark

temperaments and attitudes joys and woes of generations of mormon women in this
century it was the repository of the articulation of relief societys goals modus
operandi
operand and developing curriculum

p 82

it indeed provides a valuable tool for

understanding nursing and health care among mormon women
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ABSTRACT

this descriptive

study examined the nursing and health care activities of
mormon women in the pre
predepression
depression period of 1914 through 1930 through analysis
of the official voice of the relief society the relief society magazine entries from
the relief society magazine that dealt with any nursing or health care topic were
coded according to the themes they addressed five themes emerged nursing faith
healing womens health childrens health and public health

in each of the themes the relief society magazine
agazine showed that the members
of the relief society recognized the health care problems of their communities and
claimed responsibility for addressing those challenges mormon women developed
programs and cooperated with existing government and private organizations to
achieve their health care goals the existence of the relief society magazine gave
mormon women a vehicle for communicating their nursing and health care plans
goals and successes with each other and provided an instrument for exploring the
nursing and health work of mormon women in the 1914 to 1930 period
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